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Introduction
Research Infrastructures 1 are on the one hand a major input for the development of scientific
excellence and attractiveness in the European Research Area (ERA): they not only benefit to the
scientific community by providing technical means for the implementation of experiments, but they
also have an impact on the territory where they are located. This impact can be in matter of
innovation, economic competitiveness as well as regional cohesion and integration, participating in the
development of a knowledge-based economy. On the other hand, they need time and specific strategies
in order to be developed, since they are costly in terms of initial investment required as well as in
matter of running costs. Therefore, the elaboration and implementation of a Research Infrastructure
(RI) represent challenges on the different governing levels (from European to regional) that need to be
considered. Those challenges are not only scientific, but also in matter of finances, policy and
diplomacy.

The Upper Rhine region is an area with long-term experience in cross-border cooperation with
networks and organisations well-established in the region such as Eucor-The European campus and
TriRhenaTech, both in matter of higher education and research, connected with each other and with
additional actors in matter of technology transfer in the Trinational Metropolitan Region Upper Rhine.

The RMTMO RI project “Strengthening Research Infrastructure in the Upper Rhine Metropolitan
Region”, is in line with the dynamics in matter of Research and Innovation (R&I) established in the
area. This project is cofunded by the European Fund for Regional Development (ERDF) via the
INTERREG Upper Rhine programme, aims at enabling the implementation of a unique and innovative
RI between universities and universities of applied sciences, which would be the first of its kind in the
region.

The project’s results will be presented in an initial concept study that should lay the foundations for a
future Large Scale Infrastructure (LRI). The implementation of the actions and the edition of the
concept study’s chapters are realised within the project by three working groups (WG) which
contributed in the writing of this prospective study. The WG Science, which is in charge of the linking
with the scientific community, has already published a mapping and a benchmark, and is also
responsible for the coordination of this deliverable. The second WG is the WG Technology, which is in
charge of the linking with industrial sector and enabling technology transfer. Finally, the third WG is
the WG Implementation which is responsible for the design, questions related to financing, the legal
structure, the governance and management and additional aspects for the implementation of RIs.
The present prospective study offers an overview of the actual context, needs and future
developments that need to be taken into account for the final project deliverable. It first presents
perspectives in matter of science and RI in Europe on different levels (European, national, regional,
trinational) based on various documentary sources. The second part of the document presents
perspectives identified by the WGs based on consultations of stakeholders from science, business and
1 The term 'Research Infrastructures' refers to facilities, resources or services of a unique nature that have been
identified by European research communities to conduct top-level activities in all fields of science. This
definition includes the associated human resources, covers major equipment or sets of instruments, in addition
to knowledge-containing resources such as collections, archives and data banks. RI may be located in a single site
(for example, large telescopes, Synchrotrons, High Performance Computing) or can be distributed across even
large number of sites working jointly (for example, biobanks, archives, marine stations). Source:
https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index.cfm?pg=about
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politics in the framework of interviews and workshops. Finally, in the third part, the WGs present their
complementary conclusions on the characteristics that need to be taken into account for the future RI
in the URR.

PART A. Perspectives in matter of Science and Research Infrastructures
1. Perspectives in Europe

The EU has developed strategies and funding mechanisms in order to support the development of RIs
in the European research Area (ERA). The following sections recall the recent developments and
discussion at the EU level in matter of policy, science and funding of RIs.

1.1.

EU policies on RIs

Sustainable research Infrastructures and the 2018 roadmap of the European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures (ESFRI)
EU policy on RI is currently tackling the main challenge of sustainability of RIs. Several publications on
the topic have been issued since 2017. They have been published by the European Commission – EC
via the “Call for action for Sustainable European Research Infrastructures” 2, the European Strategic
Forum on Research Infrastructures – ESFRI “Scripta” 3, and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and development (OECD) 4.
The call for action is the result of a stakeholders consultation led by the Commission. It has listed the
following objectives that need to be reached and that are led:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Ensuring scientific excellence,
Attracting and training the managers, operators and users of tomorrow,
Unlocking the innovation potential of RI,
Measuring socio-economic impact of RI,
Exploiting better the data generated by the RI,
Establishing adequate framework conditions for effective governance and sustainable longterm funding for RI at every stage in their life-cycle,
Structuring the international outreach of RI.

It takes into consideration the lifecycle of an RI in a holistic approach, RI funding was until now
focused on short or mid-term implementation of RIs. This change of paradigm will be taken into
consideration for the future funding programmes.

ESFRI was formed on demand of the European Council in order to develop the scientific integration of
Europe and to strengthen its international outreach. Therefore, the key measure of ESFRI has been the
development of pan-European RIs which, by definition, goes beyond the national scale in order to
“avoid duplication of efforts, pool[…] resources, rationalize RI use, standardize processes and
procedures as well as consolidate the global leadership of European RI” .
“Sustainable European Research Infrastructures – A call for action”, European Commission. Commission Staff
Working Documents, Long-term sustainability of Research Infrastructures. SWD (2017) 323 final.
3 Additional information at: www.esfri.eu/esfri-scripta-series
4 Additional information at: www.oecd.org/sti/inno/international-distributed-research-infrastructures.pdf
2
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Since 2006, ESFRI has been publishing roadmaps listing strategic RIs on the European scale. The
newest roadmap was published in 2018 5 and is composed of three parts: a strategic report, a
landscape analysis and a presentation of the projects and landmarks. The WG Science members
noticed in the roadmap the following characteristics of interest for the project:
-

the gaps and connections in health 6:

“The move in the sector towards precision and stratified medicines and personalized healthcare
at much lower cost to the consumer brings with it a need to test new technologies and provide
multi-scale facilities as test-beds for pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical (therapeutics)
manufacturing. These activities apply primarily to industries for technological development
based on academic input and evidence. Investment to date has focused more on fundamental
science and discovery, meaning that there is a gap between discovery and actual manufacture.
This area should constitute an excellent platform of technology development and include the
complete manufacturing process from a scientific, engineering, regulatory and supply chain
perspective, with the ultimate aim of providing affordable access to innovative therapies”.

-

Moreover, "Advances in the sector of personalized healthcare require computational
approaches, and integration with innovations in biomedical engineering, analytical research, and
other relevant fields as well as with social, ethical and regulatory aspects. The challenge of
antimicrobial resistance and pandemics also calls for an integrated effort. Next generation
sequencing technologies and mass spectrometry platforms for genomic, transcriptomic,
proteomic, metabolomics and metagenomics applications, coupled with advanced imaging, set
the basis for personalized and stratified drug discovery and development”.

the data, computing and digital research infrastructure for the HPC 7 (composed of the subfields
networking infrastructures and computing, data and cloud infrastructures) :

“The pan-European e-Infrastructures for networking, high-performance computing
(supercomputing) and high-throughput computing (clusters built from more commodity-type
hardware) are already well-established and provide production services used by international
research and Research Infrastructures projects.”

“Having a general, common layer of supporting e-Infrastructures – horizontal e-Infrastructures –
also allows for a refocus on science for the disciplinary Research Infrastructures. Horizontal eInfrastructures shared by thematic infrastructures are an important facilitator of crossdisciplinary work, thereby enabling the study of fundamentally new research questions. Here, it
should be noted that the development of ICT is very fast and further innovation and
development of e-Infrastructure services of all types is essential to make sure that the needs of
the European research and Research Infrastructures communities can also be tackled in the
future.”
The RI “PRACE: Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe” 8 encompasses Infrastructures
in matter of HPC, one of them that is on High Performance Computing for health and food and
more precisely on Modelling and simulation of biological processes. 9

Additional information at: http://roadmap2018.esfri.eu/
Roadmap and Strategy Report on Research Infrastructures 2018, Part2 Landscape analysis, p. 88-89.
7 Roadmap and Strategy Report on Research Infrastructures 2018, Part2 Landscape analysis, p.117.
5
6
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In addition to PRACE in HPC, the EU finances under Horizon 2020 (see more in 2.2.) a limited
number of centres of excellence in computing applications (CoEs) in its EINFRA-calls (for 40M€
in 2015). These CoEs are ‘necessary to ensure EU competitiveness in the application of HPC for
addressing scientific, industrial or societal challenges. CoEs are user-focused, developing a
culture of excellence, both scientific and industrial, placing computational science and the
harnessing of 'Big Data' at the centre of scientific discovery and industrial competitiveness.’
These CoEs are expected to be: user-driven, integrated, multi-disciplinary and distributed with a
possible central hub, federating capabilities around Europe, exploiting available competences,
and ensuring synergies with national/local programmes.

“Each CoE is expected to deliver a tangible return on investment to its customers, with a view to
develop a semi-sustainable operational model in the following call.
The first round of the CoEs1314 includes the following projects (together with links to their
summaries and project websites):
- EoCoE - Energy oriented Centre of Excellence for computer applications
- BioExcel - Centre of Excellence for Biomolecular Research
- NoMaD - The Novel Materials Discovery Laboratory
- MaX - Materials design at the eXascale
- ESiWACE - Excellence in Simulation of Weather and Climate in Europe
- E-CAM - An e-infrastructure for software, training and consultancy in simulation and
modelling
- POP - Performance Optimization and Productivity
- COEGSS - Center of Excellence for Global Systems Science
- CompBioMed - A Centre of Excellence in Computational Biomedicine
A second round of CoEs is expected to be launched in the 2018/19 call with an objective to retain the
most successful proposals or its parts and ensure the long-term sustainability of the projects.”

The European Research Area (ERA) and the Innovation Union flagship initiatives for the development of
the ERA 10
“The Innovation Union Flagship initiative (2010) and ERA Communication (2012) commitments 11
have been fulfilled to a large extent in 2015. The 60% target of implemented ESFRI projects was
reached and the cooperation with strategic international partners was strengthened by the adoption
in 2013 by the G8 Science Ministers of a Framework for Global Research Infrastructures, prepared by
the Group of Senior Officials on Global Research Infrastructures (GSO) 12. Similarly, the ERA
Communication recommendation led to the publication of the Charter for Access to Research
Infrastructures 13 and the definition of Horizon 2020 dedicated actions to support the training of RI
managers and the access to pan-European RI.
Roadmap and Strategy Report on Research Infrastructures 2018, Part2 Landscape analysis, p.139.
https://www.etp4hpc.eu/pujades/files/Update%20on%20European%20HPC%20-%20March%202018%20%201.pdf
10 “Sustainable European Research Infrastructures – A call for action”, European Commission. Commission Staff
Working Documents, Long-term sustainability of Research Infrastructures. SWD (2017) 323 final. Annex 1.
11 http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/pdf/research_policies/era-communication_en.pdf
12 https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/pdf/gso_framework_for_global_ris.pdf
13 https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm?pg=access_ri
8
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The 2014 ERA progress report 14 stressed however the need for further synchronisation of national
and European roadmaps and the associated pooling of funding. In 2016, the ERA progress report
observed significant progress on the linking of national RI decision-making processes to strategic
European priorities, but also stressed that there is a need for further coordinated funding for
implementation and operation and that a strategy to ensure RI long-term sustainability should be
agreed between Member States 15.”

The ERIC Regulation on EU level: legal framework
“In the context of the accomplishment of the ERA, the ERIC Regulation 16 was adopted by Council in
2009 as a new legal instrument to facilitate the establishment and operation of large European RI
among several Member States and associated countries (AC).

The successful uptake of the 2009 ERIC Regulation has been recorded in the first ERIC Report that was
submitted to Council Parliament in July 2014 and confirmed by Council Conclusions in December
2014, which welcomed the progress on the implementation of ERICs and invited the Commission to
present the next report by 2017. It also invited the Commission and Member States to facilitate the use
of the ERIC instrument and to stimulate investments in ERICs and other ESFRI Roadmap
Infrastructures, "for example as concerns in-kind contributions".
The second implementation report addresses Value Added Tax (VAT) exemptions, other incentives for
investments in ERICs and the possibility of establishing a European ERIC Registry so that legal
certainty can be given both for Member States and third parties. The report reflects on the role of the
Commission in the ERICs as possible member or observer, the incorporation of the ERIC in the EU
administrative systems as a recognized legal entity and the role of associated countries. So far 1789
ERICs have been awarded and it is expected that this number will increase to 2090 by the end of 2017.

The 17 ERICs combined with ongoing applications will have statutory seats in nine different Member
States and one associated country (AT, DE, ES, FI, FR, IT, NL, NO, SE, UK) and will have overall
membership of 22 Member States and 3 associated countries. This is illustrative not only of the uptake
of the ERIC legal instrument by the Member States and associated countries but also of the usage of
instrument by the science communities to further pool resources and activities at pan-European level.”
Figure 1 is a graph extracted from the call for action on Sustainable European Research
Infrastructures. It shows the increasing number of members using this legal framework.

COM(2014) 575 final
ERA Progress report 2016, http://ec.europa.eu/research/era/eraprogress_en.htm
16 Council Regulation (EC) No 723/2009 on the Community legal framework for a European
Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC Regulation)
14
15
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Figure 1. ERICs Membership increase.

Access to Joint Research Centre (JRC) Research Infrastructures
The JRC offers access to its non-nuclear facilities to researchers and scientists from EU Member States,
candidate countries and countries associated to the EU Research Programme Horizon 2020. For
nuclear facilities, the JRC will open to EU Member States, candidate countries (on the conditions
established in the relevant agreement or decision) and countries associated to the Euratom Research
Programme. Scientists will have the opportunity to work in the following fields: nuclear safety and
security (Euratom Laboratories); chemistry; biosciences/life sciences; physical sciences; ICT and
foresight. The results will also feed into JRC's mission to support EU policymaking.

In a pilot project, three facilities in Ispra (Italy) with the necessary infrastructure to host visitors will
offer access through dedicated calls in the fields of safety and security of buildings and of
nanobiotechnologies.

The remaining 38 JRC facilities in Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands are planning to gradually
provide access after completion of the pilot phase in 2017-2018. The JRC provides access in two
modes: relevance (excellence) - and market-driven. The relevance (excellence)-driven access is
exclusively dependent on scientific and socio- economic relevance at European level. It is based on a
peer-review selection process following a call for proposals. Projects accessing JRC facilities under the
relevance-driven mode are only charged the additional costs associated to such access. Market-driven
access is granted upon payment of a fee covering the full access costs of the JRC, and it is mainly
targeted to industry.
10

Future and Emerging Technologies in the EU
The European Commission launched a programme on “Future and Emerging Technologies - FET” that
aims at initiating new lines of technology through unexplored collaboration between advanced
multidisciplinary science and cutting-edge engineering. The objective of this is to help Europe to grasp
leadership in future technologies for future competitiveness and growth.
The FET programme has three complementary lines of action to address different methodologies and
scales, from new ideas to long-term challenges:
•

•

•

FET Open funds projects on new ideas for radically new future technologies, at an early stage
when there are few researchers working on a project topic. This can involve a wide range of
new technological possibilities, inspired by cutting-edge science, unconventional
collaborations or new research and innovation practices.
FET Proactive nurtures emerging themes, seeking to establish a critical mass of European
researchers in a number of promising exploratory research topics. This supports areas that are
not yet ready for inclusion in industry research roadmaps, with the aim of building up and
structuring new interdisciplinary research communities.
FET Flagships are 1-billion, 10-years initiatives where hundreds of excellent European
researchers unite forces to focus on solving an ambitious scientific and technological challenge,
like understanding the Human Brain or developing the new materials of the future, such as
Graphene.

The EC has asked the FET Advisory Group for input on topics for the FET Proactive call for the year
2020. FETAG recommendations for proactive particular topics are:
•
•
•
•
•

Biomedical and Biotechnology for better life,
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Interactions,
Technologies for Societal Change,
New Technologies for Energy and Environment,
Advanced functional Materials and novel Components

The current European policies and the scientific topics defined as emerging need to be taken into
account for the future developments of the RMTMO RI concept study in order to comply with the
strategic and scientific prospective on the EU level. This could not only enable the scientific
stakeholders of the Upper Rhine region to invest on its existing strengths, but also invest on and
develop new opportunities, both identified in the RMTMO RI benchmark.
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1.2.

The funding of RIs in the European Union

Financing of RIs by the Directorate General for Research and Innovation on the pan-European scale
The EU developed funding mechanisms for Research and innovation via the “Framework programme
for research and innovation” also named “Framework programme (FPs). Horizon 2020, also known as
the FP8, is currently the main funding mechanism in Europe for research and innovation. It funds
bottom-up as well as top-down projects. The funding of RIs in Horizon 2020 is included in the first
pillar (out of three) named “scientific excellence”. It is organized in calls (also called “INFRA-calls”)
presented within work programme which cover a specific time period (usually of two years, except for
2018-2020 that covers 3 years). The calls finance specific actions and are managed by the Directorate
General for Research and Technological Development (DG RTD) and the Directorate General for
Communication Networks, Content and Technology (DG CONNECT, ex DG INFSO), which is also
particularly interested in funding RIs covering its activity scope, as e-RIs.

Figure 2 shows the budgets allocated to RIs in the FPs since FP5 (that means since 1998). It shows its
massive increase until Horizon 2020 as well as the financing by the DG CONNECT (ex DG INFSO) from
FP6 on (that means since 2002), as well as the appearing of the European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures (ESFRI) since FP7 (that means since 2007).

FP Budget for RIs (in M€)
H2020 (7 years)

FP7 (7 years)

FP6 (4 years)

FP5 (4 years)
0

500
DG RTD

1000
DG INFSO/CONECT

1500

2000

2500

ESFRI

Figure 2. Framework programme budget for Research infrastructures since 1998 under FP5
(source : Ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur, de la recherche et de l’Innovation, 19 April 2018)

The Framework programmes have been supporting activities of the ESFRI since the FP7 (2007-2013).
Table 1 provides an overview of the actions from the Horizon 2020 RI work programmes 2014-2017
as well as the number of grants awarded and the amounts allowed to the selected projects.
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Table 1. H2020 RI Work Programme, Grants managed by DG RTD

It is important to underline the fact that the funding of RIs via the FPs are not exclusively for RIs linked
to the ESFRI, this kind of funding is also available to European consortia that would like to develop RI
projects on a pan-European level. Table 1 shows that the funding under Horizon 2020 plans to cover
RIs with different levels of development. H2020 financed under these work programmes from the very
beginning at the design study stage, to the exploitation of their innovation potential and their
cooperation on the international scale. Table 1 also shows that the main share of the budget (more
than the half of it) financed the support of the integration and opening of national RIs on the panEuropean scale, as well as the actions for the clusters of ESFRI RIs for interoperability. Horizon 2020
funded also policy support measures, such as the MERIL project 17 as well as the InRoad project 18 that
follow the will of the EU to have a better overview of the European landscape of RIs as well as a more
coordinated action for the development of RIs on the national and European levels.
Table 2 shows the distribution of the H2020 grants for RIs for the same period according to 8
categories (7 scientific fields, 1 related to coordination actions). More than the half of the funding
(432M€ out of 683M€) is awarded to RIs in Life sciences (163M€), Environmental sciences (142M€)
and Physical sciences and Astronomy (127M€). The scientific fields with least number of grants are
Energy and Engineering and Information Communication technologies.

17 The MERIL (Mapping of the European Research Infrastructure Landscape) project is a database on RIs of panEuropean interest. MERIL was supported by the European Commission under different programme (FP7Contract # 262159 2010-2012) or the ESF member organisations (2013- 2016). The MERIL-2 project has
received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 654296.
18 “InRoad” is a project coordinated by the Swiss national fund for the financing of scientific research
(“Schweizerischer Nationalfonds zur Förderung der Wissenschaftlichen Forschung - SNSF”) that seeks to
contribute to a better harmonization and towards better synchronization of priority settings and evaluation
mechanisms for research infrastructures beyond national relevance.
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Table 2. H2020 – Distribution of H2020 RI Grants, per scientific field (managed by DG RTD)

The next FP, named “Horizon Europe” or also “FP9”, is currently under discussion and will officially
begin in 2021. According to recent publications by the EU, the budget of the next FP will be increased
and reach almost 100 billion euros (in comparison to almost 70 billion euros under Horizon 2020).
The budget planned for RIs is planned to remain around 2.5 billion euros.

The funding of RIs by the Directorate General for regional cohesion: ESIF
The funding of RIs is not only possible via the programmes of the DG RTD, but also via the Directorate
General for regional Cohesion (DG Regio), which is in charge of the European Structural and
Investment Funds (ESIF) at the European Commission. The management of the ESIF is decentralized
to regional authorities. The focus of this kind of funding is different from the FPs: according to art. 176
of the Treaty of the European Union, the aim of ESIF is the socio-economic development of the regions,
the reduction of inequalities, structural adjustments as well as industrial reconversion. ESIF look for
sustainable impacts on industrial structures and innovation ecosystems for the development of R&I of
local interest (the resources have to be invested in the specific region). In matter of RIs, ESIF finance
construction costs (it is therefore used as a launcher of RIs) but no operation costs. Discussions on the
synergies between the FP and ESIF and their financing scopes are currently implemented in Brussels.
One of the measures that could result from it could be the financing of operational costs in early phase
by the ESIF.

RIs in the Upper Rhine region can be financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
during the time-period 2014-2020, in the Alsatian part of the Region Grand Est in France as well as in
the German states of Baden-Wuerttemberg and Rhineland-Palatinate. Contrary to Horizon 2020 which
fully finances the projects, the ERDF co-finances a certain percentage of the projects’ budgets.
Additional financing sources are therefore requested when submitting a proposal to the ERDF. In the
Region Grand Est, the financing of RIs under the period 2014-2020 is planned in the first axis for the
reinforcement of research, technological development and innovation and represent 28.26% of the
budget 19. In Rhineland-Palatinate, the financing of RIs is also part of the first pillar « Strengthening
Research, technological development and innovation » and makes up 40% of the budget. 20 The same
applies to Baden-Württemberg; here the financing of RIs is part of the first priority of the programme
Programme Opérationnel FEDER Alsace 2014-2020, p. 138
Rhineland-Palatinate, 2018, https://efre.rlp.de/foerderperiode-2014-2020/operationelles-programm/
accessed 13.09.2018
19
20
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« Research, technological development and innovation ». 21 The financing of RIs by the ERDF is
influenced by the Smart Specialization Strategies of the respective regions. The criteria set in the
operational programme, which encompasses the strategical priorities for the programming period,
provide a precise overview of the kinds of projects financed. The presence of the R&I stakeholders in
the bodies and discussions on the preparation of the operational programmes of the ERDF is therefore
important in order to ensure the synergies of the strategies between the R&D actors and the local
authorities for future investments.

Like the FP, the cohesion policy in the framework of the next Multiannual Financial framework (MFF)
is currently under discussion. According to communication by the EC, 65% to 85% of ERDF and
cohesion fund resources will be allocated to two objectives, one of them entitled “Smarter Europe
through innovation, digitization, economic transformation and support to small and medium-sized
businesses” is linked to scientific, and potentially RI-related, issues. The INTERREG programme,
currently financing the RMTMO RI project under its Upper Rhine management authority, will also be a
potential source of funding for RI strategies.
RIs represent at the EU level a confirmed strategical challenge, which is fully included in the
discussions on the next programming periods, having an influence on the scientific, economic and
territorial development in Europe. However, the support by the EU, even if rewarding, has to be
considered as an additional support to RIs which are already more or less strongly anchored on the
national scale and benefit from support by the respective member states.

Baden-Württemberg, 2018, https://efre-bw.de/foerderungsuebersicht/, accessed 13.09.2018 and COM, 2018,
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/de/atlas/programmes/2014-2020/germany/2014de16rfop001 accessed
13.09.2018
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1.3.

Position of the League of European Research Universities (LERU) 22

LERU is a network of 23 leading European universities pushing the frontiers of innovative research.
The Universities of Freiburg and Strasbourg, members of the RMTMO RI project, are also members of
the LERU. The League has published in July 2018 a statement on FP9, as well as one that contains the
following key points.

The Framework Programme is an important instrument for realising the European Research Area
(ERA). By setting out specific targets or developing frameworks, for instance on gender, research
integrity and open science and by supporting researchers’ mobility and research infrastructures, the
Framework Programme can gradually support or steer Member States and other research funders in a
common direction.

Access to state-of-the-art research infrastructures is an important framework condition for scientific
excellence. Horizon 2020 offers funding for the development of new research infrastructures and for
the strengthening of research infrastructures’ networks. However, funding alone is not sufficient to
create excellent research infrastructure. There are other important factors: the quality of the staff, the
governance structure, the way in which access to the research infrastructure is organised, the longterm sustainability, etc. Many of these aspects are now not very well organised. For example, research
funding for research infrastructure hardly ever covers running and maintenance costs, both of which
are essential for the research infrastructure to stay on the forefront of scientific developments. This in
turn prevents an easy access to the research infrastructures for outside users, which would be
desirable from an Open Science point of view. It is essential to develop good cost recovery models for
research infrastructures to help remedy this situation. LERU proposes to develop a set of principles for
research infrastructures in FP9, which would allow (potential) academic and industrial users to assess
the quality of a research infrastructure and to enable the research infrastructure to show its
dedication to excellent research.
The main elements should include transparency in information and access policies, solid embedding in
existing organisations, and clear indicators for operational and scientific excellence. Research
infrastructures meeting these principles should then be eligible for funding from local, national and/or
international sponsors for operational costs. This would ensure a business model that obviates the
need for (high) user fees and would allow these research infrastructures to become truly hubs of
scientific collaboration. In addition, LERU asks the EC to develop mechanisms to encourage
cooperation in investing in new research infrastructures, especially cross-border, thereby helping to
avoid unnecessary duplication. 23

2. Perspectives on the national and trinational levels
The following section focuses on the strategical perspectives and tendencies in matter of science and
RIs at the level of the member states as well as at the level of the trinational cross-border cooperation
entities.
Additional information at: https://www.leru.org/publications/10-key-leru-messages-for-horizon-europe
https://www.leru.org/files/LERUs-Views-on-the-9th-Framework-Programme-for-Research-andInnovation.pdf
22
23
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2.1.

National strategies on RIs by the EU member states related to the RMTMO RI project

The roadmapping process in the European states is different according to the countries. Tables 3 and 4
show the respective definitions of strategic priorities (thematic priorities, calls for proposals,
harmonization with the Smart Specialization Strategy, etc.) as well as the selection process of RIs
applied. One notices that France defines its strategic priorities according to thematic priorities defined
for scientific fields, and not specific to RIs. They are then selected according to strategic calls. Germany
and Switzerland define their strategic priority on a different way, by defining assessment criteria for a
call for proposals. Germany selects its RIs also differently than France since a mixed system of
selection is applied.

Table 3. Strategic priorities in European countries (source: Science Europe 24)

Table 4. RIs selection and funding instruments
Science Europe, Strategic Priorities, Funding and Pan-European Co-operation for Research Infrastructures in
Europe. Survey Report. January 2016. D/2016/13.324/1

24
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The EU-funded project “InRoad: towards better synchronization of priority settings and evaluation
mechanisms for research infrastructures beyond national relevance” 25 aims at synchronizing the
roadmapping process in Europe in order to enable the European countries to move forward together
towards the objectives set and defined in section 1 of the present document. The consortium of this
project is composed of representatives of institutions responsible for the respective national roadmap
processes. The recommendations published by the InRoad project 26 underline the fact that national
and regional considerations for the implementation and operation of an RI are linked with the EU
funding of RIs. Indeed, EU funding rather represents a push for RI initiatives at the beginning of their
development, however, national funding remains a key actor for the operability of RI, since operation
costs of an RI can amount yearly to 10% of its construction value according to Robert-Jan Smits,
Director of the DG RTD.

2.2.

Roadmapping process and stakeholders in France

French roadmapping process and the national research strategy
The funding of RIs in France is based on strategic calls from which RIs are selected according to
strategic choices for the scientific fields. The French Ministry for Higher Education and Innovation
(MESRI) published a national research Strategy (Stratégie Nationale de Recherche – SNR) in 2013
which provides an overview of the scientific priorities defined by the state.

The French roadmapping process calendar is implemented according to ESFRI’s in order to ensure an
efficient synchronization of both processes. The scientific alliances provides to the French Ministry for
Higher Education and Innovation (MESRI) a list of pre-selected RIs. It is then the MESRI, which selects
the RIs that can be listed on the ESFRI roadmap. The alliances that thematically correspond to the
RMTMO RI research profiles are Aviesan, the French national alliance for Life Sciences and Health (for
Life Science and Life Science technology) and Allistene, the French national alliance for digital sciences
and technologies (for Key Enabling Technologies and High-Performance Computing).

Conference of University Presidents (CPU) 27
The CPU is composed of the directors of universities, national polytechnic institutes, écoles normales
supérieures, grandes écoles, and research and higher education clusters (COMUEs). The CPU
participates actively in the public debate on higher education issues, and plays a proactive consulting
and negotiating role with the public authorities, the various higher education and research networks,
social and economic partners and national and international institutions.
The CPU reaffirms its commitment to the Europe 2020 target of achieving 3% of GDP for public and
private research and innovation for all Member States, including France. In order to ensure the
scientific independence of Europe, to provide appropriate responses to the major societal challenges
of tomorrow, and to better fund more projects, it calls, like other associations of European universities,
doubling the budget for research and innovation in the next Framework Programme.
The international dimension of the national strategy for higher education and research is for the CPU a
key element. The rise in global demand for education, especially in emerging countries, the increasing

https://www.inroad.eu/
http://inroad.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/InRoad_finalreport.pdf
27 http://www.cpu.fr/
25
26
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international circulation of the most highly trained and qualified individuals, the rise of the demand
for competence of a society and a an increasingly knowledge-based economy are all elements that
invite CPU to think about a national strategy and coordinated settlement strategies.

Statement from the CPU: “It is time for our institutions and our country to build a shared international
outreach and attraction strategy by equipping themselves with the necessary tools.”
Given the growing role of national alliances in defining France's research policy related to major
societal challenges, in March 2014, the President of the CPU asked each president or director of a
higher education institution to the CPU, to indicate the alliances in which its establishment wishes to
play a role at the national level and to designate for each of them, a correspondent.

The aim of these groups of correspondents is to collect opinions and information from the institutions
for the construction of the CPU positions within each alliance, the CPU thus carrying the voice of the
site policies.
The CPU is an active partner of the research alliances which are the following five:

AVIESAN, Alliance nationale pour les sciences de la vie et de la santé (Life sciences and Health,
created on 8 April 2009) ;
• ANCRE, Alliance nationale de coordination de la recherche pour l’énergie (Energy, created on
17 July 2009) ;
• ALLISTENE, Alliance des sciences et technologies du numérique (Digital technologies, created
on 17 December 2009) ;
• AllEnvi, Alliance nationale de recherche pour l’environnement (Environment, created on 9
February 2010) ;
• ATHENA, Alliance nationale des sciences humaines et sociales (Human sciences, created on 22
June 2010).
In summary, the prospective approach of CPU for science is closely related to the development of
research national alliances. Its priority action is directed to keep higher education and research as
close as possible.
•

In what follows, the two alliances most related to the RMTMO RI project are briefly described.

AVIESAN: the French National Alliance for Life Sciences and Health
AVIESAN is a French research group created in 2009, which aims to bring together the main
stakeholders in life sciences and health. The main objective is to increase the performance of French
research (5th world rank of scientific production in the field of life sciences and health), by promoting
scientific coordination of major research topics and operational coordination of projects resources and
resources among all national research organizations.

AVIESAN group members include the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), the French National
Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), the National Institute of Agronomic Research (INRA), the
National Institute of Health and Medical Research (INSERM), the French Research Institute for
Development (IRD), the Regional and University Hospitals (CHRUs), the French Conference of
University Presidents (CPU), the National Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation
(INRIA) and the Institut Pasteur. The Avesian group also has numerous industrial partnerships to
develop new strategies in research, development and valorisation.
19

AVIESAN aims for these goals within 9 thematic multi-organization institutes (ITMOs) whose primary
role will be to chair the strategic debates within their own scientific community:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Molecular and structural basis of life sciences
Cancer
Genetics, genomics and bioinformatics
Neurosciences, cognitive sciences, neurology and psychiatry
Health Technologies
Cell biology, development and evolution
Physiopathology, Metabolism, Nutrition
Immunology, Inflammation, Infectiology and Microbiology
Public health

Since April 2015, the French government has entrusted the AVESIAN group with examining the
conditions for implementing large-scale sequencing of the genome as part of the care pathway. This
mission entrusted to the AVESIAN group response to the plan "France genomic medicine 2025".

The objectives of this plan are placing, within ten years, France in the leading group of large countries
in the field of genomic medicine. It should by 2025, access to genomic medicine for patients affected by
cancers, rare or common diseases. It should by 2020, support around 235,000 genome sequences per
year corresponding to 20,000 patients with rare diseases and their families (approximately 60,000
genomes) and 50,000 priority patients because of metastatic and treatment-refractory; and it plans
beyond 2020, a ramp-up of the device with the consideration of common diseases.

Genomic Medicine 2025 consists in the deployment of a network of twelve sequencing platforms
covering the entire territory by 2020 and the establishment of a national centre of intensive
computation intensive able to treat and exploit the considerable volume of data generated. Since 2016,
pilot projects concerning cancer and rare diseases intended to remove the technological, clinical and
regulatory obstacles encountered on the course.

ALLISTENE: the French national Alliance of digital sciences and technologies
ALLISTENE, the alliance of digital sciences and technologies, is accompanying the economic and social
changes related to the diffusion of digital technologies. It helps to identify common scientific and
technological priorities and to strengthen partnerships between public organizations (universities,
schools, institutes), while creating new synergies with businesses. As a consequence, the ALLISTENE
Alliance supports the following keywords: Digital sciences and technologies, CERNA (programme
about ethics), Cybersecurity, Research infrastructure (identification / host), Artificial Intelligence,
Open Science, digital sovereignty. ALLISTENE reports for the creation of a research infrastructure
dedicated to Artificial Intelligence. It also supports the SILECS infrastructure to offer large-scale
scientific equipment for the experimentation of very large-scale, heterogeneous and distributed
models, algorithms and systems. It is composed of different thematic working groups, such as on
cybersecurity, Open science, RIs as well as a Digital-Energy Think tank.
ALLISTENE relays information on several topics:
•
•
•

Research ethics in machine learning
Sovereignty in the digital age
Values in algorithms and data
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•
•
•

Automated vehicle development
Research in Educational Sciences
Mapping of French Cybersecurity research

The Alliance has announced the following outlooks for 2018:
•
•

•
•

Foresight on the National Research Infrastructure Roadmap
Finalisation of the "SILECS" proposal for Digital research infrastructure and lead at national (TGIR)
and European (ESFRI) levels
Participation in the CPP (programmatic steering committees) of the National Research Agency
Revive the inter-Alliances thoughts about the Digital-Energy, STIC-SHS, STIC-Industry of the
future...

In details, the ALLISTENE content related to the content of RMTMO RI can be summarized as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Numerical Models: Calculation, Complexity, Control and HPC Analysis Models (mathematical
computing, information, signal and image processing, AI)
Software and Computer Systems: Design and implementation of hardware and software systems
Communication and information networks and services
Content, knowledge, interfaces, interactions and robotics KET, LS, LST (Signal and Image
Processing, Human Machine Interaction, VR, Robotics, AI)
Hardware Technologies and Devices: Information capture, processing, transport and storage
technologies and devices
Integrative Research and Systems Integration.

2.3.

Roadmapping process and stakeholders in Germany

In Germany science policy does take place on two levels. On the federal level, the BMBF coordinates
science policy, and in each State a Science ministry is in charge for policies concerning the states level.
In cases of national importance both levels of government can cooperate (Art. 91b Basic Law). In 2007
a Joint Science Conference (Gemeinsame Wissenschaftskonferenz – GWK) was established in order to
coordinate this cooperation. The Conference deals with all questions of research funding, science and
research policy strategies and the science system which jointly affect the Federal Government and the
States.28

One programme the GWK does coordinate is the programme on science buildings and large research
infrastructures (Forschungsbautenprogramm). This programme promotes also building projects for
large infrastructures and may therefore apply to a future LRI in the Upper Rhine Region (URR). 29

The GWK also established a council for information infrastructures in 2014. It is in charge in
establishing an internationally competitive information infrastructure in Germany and aims at
establishing a National Research Data Infrastructure as a basis for research data management in
GWK, Website, https://www.gwk-bonn.de/die-gwk/aufgaben/ (accessed 05.07.2018)
BMBF, Website Forschungsbauten und Großgeräte, https://www.bmbf.de/de/forschungsbauten-undgrossgeraete-542.html (accessed 05.07.2018)
28
29
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Germany. 30 The objective is to strengthen the existing infrastructures in high performance computing
and to further develop them to remain at the top of international HPCs.

The Federal Ministry on Education and Science organises an important part of the federal funding for
RI as a road mapping process. Installed in 2013 the first pilot roadmap included 27 RI all over
Germany. The second evaluation of large-scale infrastructure proposals has recently been finished and
the new roadmap is to be published in 2018. 31
For this reason, much discussion in Germany is going on about the roadmapping process and its
consequences for excellent and long-term perspective research. The alliance of science organizations
(Allianz der Wissenschaftsorganisationen) 32, including DFG, Helmholtz Gemeinschaft, Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft and others, encourage to further develop the road mapping process:
-

-

The process is a very good tool for taking priorities, but should not develop into the only way how
to receive federal funding in Germany, e.g. projects below the participation threshold should have
access to national funding as well 33
International research infrastructures that are important for the German science community
should be included even if the contribution is below the threshold that qualifies for an application
in the road mapping process 33
Priorities should be distributed from a science and research perspective, through a transparent
process based on understandable criteria 33
Last the road mapping process should be changed to a two-step-process: in a first step early stage
concepts for RI should be evaluated and in a second step fully fledged out concepts should
participate 33
The road mapping should happen in regular intervals and take into account international
processes, such as the road mapping by ESFRI 33

Apart from the discussion about the road mapping process, another actor in German Research Policy,
the Germany Council of Science and Humanities (GCSH) perceives “Grand Societal Challenges” as
future drivers of science policy, such as demographic change or climate change. 34 For this reason the
GCSH encourages to approach these challenges:
-

-

via open-ended discourses
by combining scientific knowledge from various sources on the ecological, technological, social,
cultural and economic aspects
by recognizing and communicating the limits of science
by using flexible and new coordinating mechanisms as the usual project planning tools are
poorly suited
by increasing the diversity and self-correcting capability of the scientific system

RFII, Website, http://www.rfii.de/de/start/ (accessed 05.07.2018)
For more information on the roadmapping process see Mapping Document of RMTMO RI
32For more information in the alliance of science organizations refer to the following website:
http://www.dfg.de/en/dfg_profile/alliance/index.html
33 The alliance of science organizations, “Exzellente Forschung Exzellente Wissenschaft braucht exzellente
Forschungsinfrastrukturen”, 2017, https://www.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/zv/de/ueberfraunhofer/wissenschaftspolitik/10/Stellungnahme_Exzellente_Wissenschaft-Forschungsinfrastruktur.pdf
(accessed 29.06.2018)
34 German Council of Science and Humanities, “Grand Societal Challenges as a topic for Science Policy”, Stuttgart
2015, https://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/download/archiv/4594-15_engl.pdf (accessed 06.06.2018)
30
31
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-

by testing instruments for the participation of the stakeholders outside science
by strengthening the global perspective of research including developing instruments of
transnational funding.

In another position paper, the GCSH stresses that last point once more, claiming that cooperation
among universities increases the performance in research and helps to exploit the full potential of
researchers and infrastructures. Therefore universities should evaluate potential and strengths of
regionally available partners, as this could lead to a better division of labour between universities and
better use of existing competences. For this reason, the GCSH demands further political support for
regional cooperation to fully tap regional potential. 35

2.4.

Roadmapping process and stakeholders in Switzerland

With its cantonal universities and federal institutes of technology (ETH/EPF), its universities of
applied sciences and universities of teacher education, the Swiss higher learning landscape offers a
wide range of high quality options. The domain of the Federal Institutes of Technology (ETH/EPLF
Domain) is one of the key engines of the technological and scientific implementation of knowledge in
Switzerland. Its activities mainly embrace areas of strategic importance to Switzerland’s
competitiveness, e.g. the life sciences and nanotechnology. Collaboration between companies and
universities is becoming increasingly important for innovation success.

Switzerland’s main regarding active cooperation in international research is in the European Research
Framework Programme (Horizon 2020) and as a partner country in the EU’s education and mobility
programmes (ERASMUS+) for the Strategical Partnerships’ calls. Switzerland is active in key European
research and innovation initiatives such as COST and EUREKA. Furthermore, it is a member of several
international research organisations such as the European Space Agency (ESA) and CERN, the world’s
largest laboratory for elementary physics, based in Geneva.

National Centres of Competence in Research (NCCRs) aim to strengthen Swiss research in areas of
strategic importance for the future of Swiss science, business and society. The programme seeks to
promote research projects of the highest quality with a particular emphasis on interdisciplinary
approaches, but also on new, innovative approaches within the disciplines. The budget for each series
of NCCRs is determined by the parliament and implemented by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
In addition to federal funds, NCCRs receive funding from higher education institutions and from third
parties. The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) launched the call for a 5th series of National
Centres of Competence in Research (NCCRs) in February 2018. The call is expected to yield initiatives
that strengthen basic research in the area of digitalisation and use the potential of digitalisation
technologies in various fields of application.

Swiss involvement in EU research programmes
Switzerland participates in several large-scale multilateral international research cooperation
programmes. The most significant is Horizon 2020, the current EU research and innovation
programme to which it is an associated country. It also participates in organisations such as CERN, the
European Space Agency (ESA), the Europe-wide network for cross-border cooperation in marketGerman Council of Science and Humanities, Empfehlungen zu regionalen Kooperation wissenschaftlicher
Einrichtungen, Berlin 2018, https://www.wissenschaftsrat.de/download/archiv/6824-18.pdf (accessed
06.06.2018)
35
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driven industrial research and development (EUREKA), and European Cooperation in Science and
Technology (COST), as well as bilateral research cooperation with selected priority countries.

Between 2004 and 2014, Switzerland had ‘full associate country’ status in EU Framework
Programmes. This status to certain non-EU countries that have reached an association agreement with
the EU grants access to the entire framework programme in return for a financial contribution to the
budget based on their GDP. They are also represented in scientific programming committees and
working groups, although they have no role in the political development of the programme, which is
restricted to EU Member States. Currently 16 countries are associated to Horizon 2020, including
Switzerland. While it held full associate status in EU Framework Programmes, Switzerland was a net
beneficiary of EU research and innovation funding. The EU-Switzerland bilateral agreement through
which Switzerland could participate in the EU Framework Programmes was linked to other EUSwitzerland agreements through a so-called ‘guillotine clause’, meaning that if one agreement was
broken, all would cease to apply.
Participation in the European Framework Programmes for Research and Innovation (FP) is one of the
priorities of Swiss science policy. The EU Framework Programmes constitutes an essential funding
instrument for Swiss researchers and innovators for several reasons. 36

FP9’s strategic orientation should take account of the critical role and contribution of science,
technology and innovation in building European competiveness in the global economy, addressing
global challenges and realizing sustainable development. Solutions to food security, sustainable health
systems, or innovative ecosystems for agriculture are few examples of the powerful link between
sustainable development and science, technology and innovation.

FP9 should continue focusing on instruments and activities that gain value through the European and
international collaboration, and complement instruments and activities funded at national level.
European added-value and strength can be found in the EU-FPs at two levels. In collaborative projects,
which do not simply lead to tackling and solving cross-national challenges but moreover allow crosscountry learning and networking opportunities. They enable researchers from different regions (also
from outside of Europe) and backgrounds (public, private) to work together. Collaborative projects are
crucial for challenges that individual researchers or research teams in single countries cannot tackle
alone and that require various kinds of knowledge.

Excellent and high qualitative research generates benefits (health, economic, cultural, and
environmental) in addition to building the academic knowledge base. Its mechanisms are complex and
reflect the multiple ways in which knowledge is generated and utilised. In FP9 scientific excellence
must remain the main criterion for project funding. FP9 should serve to fill in the gaps in knowledge
production and dissemination, and encourage more excellent scientific research and interdisciplinary
discussion. This is the only approach for Europe to remain a key player in the global research and
innovation environment.
The considerations and decisions made during Horizon 2020 about making research results
(publications and data) better accessible and reusable are a relevant step towards Open Science.
Swiss Position Paper on the future 9th generation of the European Framework Programme for Research and
Innovation, July 2017. Swiss Confederation: Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research
EAER. State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation SERI.
36
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Switzerland believes that public access to scientific results (publications and data) will benefit science
and society. Open Science should be a driver force of FP9. FP9 should put in place an electronic system
to track publications and data published and so assess compliance to the Open Science requirements
as well as challenges and barriers encountered by researchers or data and publication users.

Multiple national stakeholders contributed to the position paper by SERI including the Swiss National
Science Foundation, the Commission for Technology and Innovation, swissuniversities 37, the Swiss
Academies of Arts and Sciences and the Euresearch Network. However, Switzerland has no right to a
say in the negotiations for FP9.
2.5.

National scientific trends according to citations thematically related to RMTMO RI’s
research profiles

Scientific trends are rather complex to define since there exist different means and kinds of indicators
that could provide answers to this question. As mentioned before, funding and policy have an
influence on scientific activity because they provide means that enable scientific developments
according to priorities set by governments and financing programmes. In order to have an indication
of the latest general scientific trends, the WG Science decided to check statistical data on scientific
articles that thematically correspond to RMTMO RI’s research profiles, since citations in science serve
as linkages between similar research items. The objective was to identify those domains that publish
most actively, therefore the size of a particular scientific community was not taken into account.

Therefore, two main sources of information were used in order to have a complementary overview. On
the one hand, Web of Science (WoS), which is a multidisciplinary online subscription-based scientific
citation indexing service, originally produced by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) and now
implemented by Clarivate Analytics. It covers scientific articles since 1900 and is composed of six
online databases (with journals, books and conference titles). In 2014, Web of Science was composed
of around 90 million records.
On the second hand, Scopus, the abstract and citation database of Elsevier created in 2004. Elsevier is
one of the main international publishers of scientific journals. Scopus covers book series, journals and
trade journal from approximately 11 678 publishers and 36 377 titles.

The search requests on both databases were made on 19 September 2018 and were about the five
recurrent scientific topics published, (related to each project’s research profiles), for the last five full
years (2012-2017). The geographical scope covers first a worldwide overview, then a more trinational
overview with a coverage on the three countries involving the Upper Rhine region (France, Germany,
Switzerland). The research profile “Key Enabling technologies” is a group of six technologies: micro
and nanoelectronics, nanotechnology, industrial biotechnology, advanced materials, photonics, and
advanced manufacturing technologies. Therefore, for this thematic research, the respective
technologies were indicated in the request.
Table 5 shows the number of records on the citation databases according to the research profiles as
well as the geographical distribution. One can notice that the number of records is more important on
Scopus than on WoS and that the part of citations on the trinational level represent between 11% (on

37https://www.swissuniversities.ch/fileadmin/swissuniversities/Dokumente/Komm/Stellungnahmen_SWU/P0

9a_2-a_FP9_Stellungnahme_swissuniversities_def.pdf
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Scopus) and 13% (on WoS) of the overall citations, with a bit more records in the fields of Life Science
(in WoS) and High-Performance Computing (in WoS and Scopus).
WoS

LS
LST
HPC
KETs
Total

Number of records
All
FR + DE + %
countries CH
164 518
22 884
14%
10 764
1 201
11%
27 812
3 605
13%
70 574
7 135
10%
273 668
34 825
13%

Scopus

LS
LST
HPC
KETs
Total

Number of records
All
FR + DE +
countries CH
553 348
58 737
1 104
117
46 987
7 338
1 148 938
121 979
1 750 377 188 171

%
11%
11%
16%
11%
11%

Table 5. Number of records corresponding to RMTMO RI’s research profiles on WoS and Scopus, on a
worldwide and a trinational basis

Tables 6 to 9 show the five recurrent sub-topics according to each research profile and source. Colours
were allocated in each table for each sub-topic in order to identify more easily their presence in
different requests.

Table 6 shows the sub-topics for the research profile “Life Science”. The recurrent sub-topics in both
sources on the worldwide and national levels are linked to pharmacology and pharmacy as well as
biochemistry and molecular biology. There are also sub-topics that are present in one source and not
clearly related in the other one, as it is the case for “Environmental Sciences Ecology”, “Behavioural
Sciences” and “Science Technology Other Topics” in WoS and “Medicine”, “Agricultural and Biological
Sciences” and “Chemistry” in Scopus. One can also notice in the latter source that the recurrent subtopics worldwide correspond to the same ranking on the trinational level.
LIFE SCIENCE

WoS

All countries
1 Environmental Sciences Ecology

40 720

2

Behaviorial Sciences

3

Pharmacology Pharmacy

4 Science Technology Other Topics

1

FR + DE + CH
Pharmacology Pharmacy

6 176

40 341

2

Environmental Sciences Ecology

5 716

37 766

3

Behaviorial Sciences

5 664

34 780

4

Biochemistry Molecular Biology

5 345

5 Biochemistry Molecular Biology
33 181 5 Science Technology Other Topics
5 222
Biochemistry, Genetics and
Biochemistry, Genetics and
1
224 294 1
26 563
Molecular Biology
Molecular Biology
2
Medicine
146 921 2
Medicine
15 813
Agricultural and Biological
Scopus 3
119 283 3 Agricultural and Biological Sciences 12 074
Sciences
4
Chemistry
78 052 4
Chemistry
7 561
Pharmacology, Toxicology and
Pharmacology, Toxicology and
5
68 379 5
5 707
Pharmaceutics
Pharmaceutics
Table 6. Number of sub-topics and records on WoS and Scopus for the “Life Science” research profile on a
worldwide and trinational basis

Table 7 shows the sub-topics related to the research profile “Life Science Technology”. This research
profile, which can be perceived as similar to “Life Science” results in different sub-topics such as “Food
science technology”, “Nutrition dietetics” and “Engineering” for WoS and “Immunology and
26

Microbiology” and “Multidisciplinary” for Scopus (which are also more specific to the trinational level
in comparison to the results on a worldwide scale). The top-results for both sources (3 for WoS and 2
for Scopus) are the same.
LIFE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY

WoS

1

All countries
Science Technology Other Topics

3 190

1

FR + DE + CH
Science Technology Other Topics

363

2

Food Science technology

3 126

2

Food Science technology

321

3

Environmental Sciences Ecology

2 733

3

Environmental Sciences Ecology

282

4

Nutrition Dietetics

2 589

4

Engineering

273

5

Engineering

2 562

5

Nutrition Dietetics

265

571

1

228

2

139

3

1
2
SCOPUS 3

Biochemistry, Genetics and
Molecular Biology
Medicine
Chemistry

4

Biochemistry, Genetics and
Molecular Biology
Medicine
Agricultural and Biological
Sciences
Immunology and Microbiology

59
21
19

Agricultural and Biological Sciences
135 4
19
Pharmacology, Toxicology and
5
117 5
Multidisciplinary
18
Pharmaceutics
Table 7. Number of sub-topics and records on WoS and Scopus for the “Life Science Technology” research profile
on a worldwide and trinational basis

Table 8 shows the sub-topics according to the research profile “High-Performance Computing”. The
three main sub-topics appear on both sources and scales (“Computer Science”, “Engineering” and
“Mathematics”). The main difference according to the sources are the other sub-topics that are not
present from one source to the other: “Radiology, Nuclear Medicine Medical Imaging”,
“Communication” and “Mathematical Computational Biology” for WoS and “Physics and Astronomy”,
“Materials Science” and “Chemistry” for Scopus.
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

1

WoS

Scopus

All countries
Computer Science

19 086

1

FR + DE + CH
Computer Science

2 195

2

Engineering

14 519

2

Engineering

1 659

3

Mathematics
Radiology Nuclear Medicine
Medical Imaging

12 242

3

1 562

6 928

4

5

Communication

6 865

5

Mathematics
Radiology Nuclear Medicine
Medical Imaging
Mathematical Computational
Biology

1

Computer Science

32 962

1

Computer Science

4822

2

Engineering

12 007

2

Mathematics

2206

3

Mathematics

10 935

3

Engineering

1485

4

Physics and Astronomy

4 765

4

Physics and Astronomy

1202

4

1 154
917

5

5
Materials Science
2 410
Chemistry
434
Table 8. Number of sub-topics and records on WoS and Scopus for the “High-Performance Computing” research
profile on a worldwide and trinational basis.
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Table 9 shows the sub-topics for the research profiles “Key Enabling technologies”. As mentioned
above, this request was not made according to the title of the research profile, but according to the
technologies that compose this group. This explains the important number of records in comparison to
the other research profiles. One can notice that four out of 6 subtopics (except “Science Technology
Other topics” in WoS and “Chemical Engineering” in Scopus) are the same on both sources.
KEY ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

All countries

WoS

Scopus

FR + DE + CH

1 Science Technology Other Topics

50 887

1 Science Technology Other Topics

4 844

2

Materials Science

46 351

2

Materials Science

4 521

3

Engineering

41 948

3

Engineering

3 936

4

Chemistry

34 808

4

Physics

3 808

5

Physics

32 719

5

Chemistry

3 469

1

Materials Science

507 397

1

Materials Science

56 805

2

Engineering

500 852

2

Physics and Astronomy

53 968

3

Physics and Astronomy

406 513

3

Engineering

44 466

4

Chemistry

296 444

4

Chemistry

33 085

5

Chemical Engineering

159 088

5

Chemical Engineering

14 663

Table 9. Number of sub-topics and records on WoS and Scopus for the “Key Enabling Technologies” research
profile on a worldwide and trinational basis.

The results of the request on the scientific trends according to the citations show first that the
scientific trends for all research profiles on the worldwide and trinational scales remain similar, which
shows that the three countries are in line with the worldwide scientific developments. The results also
show that the naming and classification of sub-topics can differ from one source from the other, it is
therefore important to have the comparison and a complementary visibility from at least those two
sources of information. The sub-topics remain rather generic and could be interesting to explore with
a more precise study of their own sub-topics. For the present paper the information collected is
currently sufficient and enable, on a more strategical point of view, to identify primary scientific
domains from which the stakeholders should be involved in the RMTMO RI project.

2.6.

Strategies on the cross-border trinational scale

The implementation of a new innovative RI needs different key factors that make an ecosystem
adequate for hosting such a major challenge. This kind of ecosystem is between others composed of
the amount of actors and competences present on the territory (students, research institutes,
universities), as well as the intensity of R&D activities. The URR is a territory which encompasses these
factors fostered by a cross-border cooperation activity on the trinational level. The following section
focuses on the existing cross-border cooperation organisms and initiatives in the trinational area in
which the members of the RMTMO RI project are part of, as well as their future developments and
strategies.
The European Confederation of universities in the Upper Rhine: Eucor-The European Campus 38
The European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC) Eucor – The European Campus emerged
from the backdrop of a years-long collaboration of the five Upper Rhine universities. The acronym
38

https://www.eucor-uni.org/
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Eucor stands for “European Confederation of Universities on the Upper Rhine”, founded in 1989 by the
German, French and Swiss universities. Present consortium members include:
•
•
•
•
•

the University of Basel (CH)
the University of Freiburg (DE)
the University of Haute-Alsace (FR)
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (DE)
the University of Strasbourg (FR - which arose from three universities that melted into one).

The French president Emmanuel Macron made a close connection between the idea of Europe and the
concept of European universities in his Sorbonne address in September 2017. By doing so, he reignited
interest in the European project that had suffered a major setback through the British referendum to
leave the European Union. Eucor-The European Campus has noticed for quite some time in the Upper
Rhine region that science is the driving force in cross-border cooperation. At the moment there are
plans to develop the university network Eucor-The European Campus into a European university. The
strategy is to identify areas of research and teaching in which the universities derive benefit from
collaboration.
Strategic perspectives of Eucor-The European Campus regarding research and innovation:
•
•

•
•

Simplification of cross-border research cooperation;
Common, internationally recognized, excellent research foci anchored in member universities
(Joint Research Hubs);
Expansion of joint transfer activities;
Scientists have access to research infrastructures of all member universities.

Based on the results of the RMTMO-RI project, the European Campus will examine and, where
appropriate, refine the identified potentials for the sharing of research infrastructures to the specific
needs of the member universities. In pilot projects, the European Campus will test the cross-border
use of research infrastructures to collect best practice examples and to make utilization
concepts/information accessible.

The alliance of universities of applied sciences in the Upper Rhine: TriRhenaTech 39
Analogue to Eucor-The European Campus, the universities of applied sciences have established their
own institutional coalition in 2014 called TriRhenaTech with the objective to enhance mutual efforts
in education, research and development, and technology transfer in the Upper Rhine region.

The strength of TriRhenaTech is the intensive cross-border exchange of its members with industry
and business in the region, in particular with small and medium size enterprises. Numerous
cooperation projects push new technological and business innovations in various fields such as e.g.
medical engineering, smart systems, material engineering and testing, and environmental
biotechnology. Thus, the future development of TriRhenaTech in education, research and transfer
strongly orientates on the exchange with the industry partners.
The TriRhenaTech alliance currently comprises the Universities of Applied Sciences Furtwangen, Karlsruhe,
Kaiserslautern and Offenburg, the association Alsace Tech (14 elite universities in Alsace) and the FHNW University of
Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland. Additional information at: www.trirhenatech.eu
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Both, Eucor and TriRhenaTech, collaborate in common projects, such as the RMTMO RI project and
networks such as the Trinational Metropolitan Region Upper Rhine.

Trinational Metropolitan region Upper Rhine (TMO) 40
The Trinational Metropolitan region Upper Rhine (TMO) corresponds to the French-German-Swiss
area of the Upper Rhine in which the RMTMO RI project is implemented. Its governance is organized
into four pillars: Science, Economy, Civil Society and Politics.

An important goal of the Science pillar is the development of a dynamic and scientifically integrated
cross-border area. It had defined in its strategy 2020 the establishment of a large-scale research
infrastructure in the trinational region, which led to the RMTMO RI project, funded by the INTERREG V
Upper Rhine, financing programme of cross-border cooperation by the European Regional
development Fund (ERDF).

The Science pillar has launched discussions for the preparation of its strategy 2030 on 14 June 2018 in
Freiburg and has already stated its objectives to develop an investment strategy for the LRI that
should be developed, the first step of which being the current RMTMO RI project’s concept study.

The three entities mentioned above are key discussion partners and multipliers on the cross-border
scale for the RMTMO RI project and the further developments towards the LRI and the reinforcement
of RIs in the Upper Rhine region.

PART B. Perspectives based on consultation of stakeholders
3. Consultation of scientific stakeholders
3.1.

Based on workshops

Methodology and objectives
Objectives
In order to find out more about the needs in matter of RI for the scientific community in the Upper
Rhine region, the working group Science organized a first workshop on 09 November 2018 in Illkirch
(France). This workshop had two main objectives: on the one hand, it was to present the project of a
research infrastructure in the upper Rhine region and the first work of WG Science to the scientific
community of the partners of this project. On the other hand, this workshop proposed to the present
actors of the scientific community of the URR to reflect on the type of RI, both on its scientific
orientation and on its functioning, which could be an added value for the scientific community of the
Upper Rhine.
This workshop was also an opportunity for the scientific actors of the Upper Rhine research
infrastructure landscape to meet, exchange ideas and participate in the process of discussion and
reflection on this infrastructure.

40

www.rmtmo.eu
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Format
The workshop was animated by the members of the WG Science. The public aimed was composed of:
-

-

Representatives of local or national RIs listed as having an entry-point in the Upper Rhine
region in the research profiles defined by the project
Representatives of core facilities listed in the benchmark that was prepared by the working
group Science of the RMTMO RI project
Heads of research institutes of the member institutions, the scientific topic of which is linked to
one or several research profiles of the project.

Thirty-five representatives participated in the workshop, the list of which is available in the appendix.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the research profiles related to each participant (except
moderators and secretaries). It shows the major participation of scientists in Life Sciences and Life
Science Technologies (62% of the participants), followed by Key Enabling Technologies and HighPerformance Computing.

Research profiles of the participants
Life sciences

28%

31%

Life Science
technologies
High-performance
computing

10%
31%

Key enabling
technologies

Figure 12: Distribution of research profiles of the participants in the WG Science workshop on 09 November
2018

Outline of the workshop
The workshop included an introductory session that presented the results of the mapping and the
benchmark edited by the WG Science, followed by three parallel sessions offering to the participants a
chance to answer a main question about the scientific interest and prospects for RI in the Upper Rhine
region.
The three main questions tackled in the group sessions were the following:
-

What are the upcoming research challenges of the future ("hot topics")?
Which methodologies are evolving in order to investigate future research questions?
Which research infrastructures (and framework conditions) are required in the future?

These questions were proposed to the three groups (parallel sessions), each including 12 participants
maximum, and directed by one or two members of the science working group. Each of the three main
questions were addressed by the groups during a session of approximately 45 minutes.
At the end of the three parallel sessions, a plenary session was proposed to all participants to discuss
reflections conducted during the day.
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Results of the group sessions
What are the upcoming research challenges of the future ("hot topics")?

Challenges & hot topics
The minutes of the three groups show a convergence of research challenges and hot topics, all of them
linked to the fact the limits of technology need to be pushed for all of them. The five main clusters of
ideas are the following:
-

-

-

Modelling centre: objective: the Analysis of newly identified genomic variants for personalized
medicine and of disease, translational aspect, need of a nice pipeline of analysis to be defined,
combining data analysis, molecular, cellular, organismal and computational modelling,
translation to patients
Adaptability and predictability of technologies: smart, complex and “living” materials (e.g.
smart bandages), 4D, plasticity (single-cell sequencing), modelling, augmented reality, artificial
intelligence;
Bioinspired methods: bio-engineering (synthetic biology), robotics;
Data analysis: volume, ethics (e.g. data of patients), storage (capacities), analysis (need of
skilled persons and of different disciplines), open science;
Energy and Food: sustainability, power consumption and performance of tools, consequences
of climate change.

Interdisciplinary approach
These research challenges were mainly linked to applications in health during the discussions:
personalised medicine, medical technologies and transnationality. This can be explained by the fact
that the majority of participants are related to the Life Sciences and Life Science Technologies research
profiles. Nevertheless, the participants agree that these big research questions request an
interdisciplinary approach between scientists from different fields, that correspond to the project’s
research profiles’ (e.g. biologists, physicists, mathematicians, IT and chemists). They should also
include additional competences in human sciences (ethics) and take the acceptance by the society into
account.
Cooperation in the Upper Rhine region
The participants agreed on the fact that cooperation in the Upper Rhine region is an asset for the
scientific because of the proximity of the research partners and facilities, as well as the potential
complementary expertise from the different sides of the Rhine. The PhD students are considered as an
example of good cooperation between the labs of the territory. Some participants mentioned a
difficulty concerning project calls that are not synchronized between the countries. Another hurdle
identified is the difference of language between the teams. However, both issues are not exclusive to
the Upper Rhine region.
Which methodologies are evolving in order to investigate future research questions?

Which research infrastructure (and framework conditions) is required in the future?
The implementation of the second and third sessions showed that the questions led to similar
discussions. Therefore, the following summary concerns both sessions.
Summaries of the group discussions
The three groups identified the following main key characteristics necessary for the development of a
new infrastructure in the Upper Rhine region:
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Territory
The territory of the Upper Rhine represents an opportunity for the development of the new
infrastructure as a provider of interdisciplinary answers to research challenges by using the existing
capacities already on the territory and develop them. The participants in the different groups
expressed therefore the need for visibility of the offer of services, and easy access via a single contact
point and administrative structural conveniences for the easy use of the facility.
Scope and users
It is crucial for the RI to be users-oriented in order to understand their needs and provide an adapted
technological service. The participants underlined the fact that research and technological
developments are strongly linked with each other. The following two main options that would help to
define the technological needs were mentioned, with an external board (similar to a strategic think
tank) selecting the topics and making the strategic decisions:
-

-

organize thematic interdisciplinary workshops with the scientific stakeholders/users in the
Upper Rhine in order to exchange on the needs and herewith also potentially discuss on
cooperation possibilities, following e.g. Eucor-The European campus’ model of “exploratory
workshops”);
invite the scientific stakeholders in the Upper Rhine to submit applications for scientific and
technological topics that could be developed by and within the RI (e.g. the Janelia research
campus developed a call for new research areas in the field of life sciences with a financial
support during 15 years).

Human interactions and manpower
Human interactions are a key for the success of the RI: it is an opportunity for researchers from
different fields via meetings and a common research environment to foster their exchange of
knowledge and potential complementarities (e.g. –omics need competencies in mathematics and IT for
further technological developments). The interactions are also easier in the framework of training
sessions, workshops and seminars. Moreover, the training of the manpower needs time and long-term
perspectives for the skilled staff (e.g. tenure tracks) foster the further development of technologies
and research questions. This concerns the permanent employment of the scientists to run the
infrastructure, as well as the administration. The support staff, composed of managers, administrative
staff (for the administrative, legal and financial issues), as well as communicators is also a key element
for the RI. They not only leave to the scientists time for their research, they provide support for
facilitating cooperation as well as, as far as the communication part is concerned, would help the
societal acceptance of these challenges and through it funding via political support. One group also
mentioned the possibility for the RI to become a starting point for creating a coherent lobbying for
research in the EU.

Models of RIs
According to the group discussions, the centralized model of RI is an interesting option since it would
enable the stakeholders to have a “home base” that generates a transdisciplinary environment.
However, such a model would be costly and politically delicate. The decentralized model was endorsed
by the participants because it enables to build on existing structures (facilities, RIs), and to have a
central hub (a single-entry point) to be the connecting node and the coordinator of all the efforts of the
different nodes cooperating with it and bringing a specific expertise and could foster transdisciplinary.
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3.2.

General remarks for future reflections in the RMTMO RI project of WG Science

This first workshop of scientific stakeholders in the Upper Rhine region enabled to identify main
interdisciplinary challenges tackled by a high number of scientists from different disciplines and
institutions in the region, which is a positive sign for the project.
The future reflections of the RMTMO RI project need to be towards a definition of the scientific
thematic scope of the RI and its main concept in order to provide to the scientists a main framework
for further discussions.

The participants of the workshop were also interested in the organization of a thematic workshop
focusing on a single thematic topic (e.g. synthetic biology) but encompass several disciplines to
encourage cross-discipline collaborations.

Summing up the arguments from above the WG Science formulates the following characteristics of
an ideal RI in the URR. The RI should:
•

•

•

Enable scientific interdisciplinarity and enhance the visibility and networking of the
existing competences, via one single entry-point.
Answer to scientific and technological needs of the community and ensure a coherence
between the scientific activities in the Upper Rhine region and the global scientific
developments
Enable human interactions in a common research environment that fosters exchanges and
training which has a quick link with the entities and nodes.

4. Consultation of stakeholders from business
4.1. Based on interviews

Methodology, objectives and sample
The objective of the prospective study is to find out more about the future needs for RI in the URR and
future conditions of industry-university cooperation. To achieve this, the members of the working
group technology (WGT) conducted 40 stakeholder interviews with industry partners and industrial
clusters in the first half of 2018. The interview partners come from the URR, and include firms and
clusters from France, Germany and Switzerland. Those firms have either representatives of their
headquarters in the URR or at least one branch in the area. The interviewees were contacted by
members of the WGT of the RMTMO RI project using the same questionnaire for all the interviews. 41
Each interview was documented by written protocol and analysed. 80% of interviewees were situated
in Germany and the remaining 20% in France 42.

The interviews focused on already existing industry partners because the future development of an RI
in the URR aims at taking into account needs of regional firms as potential future cooperation partners.
This cooperation aims at fostering the economic development of the region and its capacity to promote
innovation e.g. through spin-offs. Additionally they may contribute the experience gained from their
ongoing projects and advantages and disadvantages of existing internal or external RIs.
The exact questions can be found in appendix 1
Unfortunately no interview with a Swiss stakeholder could be conducted, although Swiss partners were
contacted.
41
42
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One may object that this leads to a selection bias of the interview sample, as the firms already
cooperating with universities will continue to do so in future. However, two advantages justify this
approach. One main goal of the interviews is to find out about future developments in the field and
ideas of firms. This kind of information may be of rather sensitive character and the probability to
receive a useful answer is higher if an industry partner has already been contacted before. This
information needs a relationship involving trust between the university and the company and these
ties need time to develop. Consequently, it is reasonable to ask long term partners of the project
participants for their opinion. A second advantage is that by contacting firms willing to cooperate with
universities one can already involve potential users or providers of a future shared RI.

Looking at the small total number of interviews of less than a 100, however, the data have to be
analysed in a careful way to evade wrong conclusions on all firms in the URR. Nonetheless, the
interviews give some insights into how firms in the region perceive their situation in terms of RI. The
unit of observation is not the interviewee, but the pieces of information contained within each of the
answers. The data is qualitative and was clustered and visualized in graphs for better accessibility.

As a first step the working group defined firms of interest in the URR to describe the target group of
firms for the further project. As a guideline, the working group only chose firms active in the four
research areas defined by the Steering Committee of the project. As already mentioned, the four
research profiles are: the life sciences (LS), life science technologies (LST), key enabling technologies
(KETs - micro and nano electronics, nanotechnology, industrial biotechnology, advanced materials,
photonics, advanced manufacturing technologies) and high performance computing (HPC).
The identified firms are distributed among the four research profiles as shown below. Firms that are
active e.g. in both KETs and LS were counted twice.

Figure 3: Distribution of firms on interest in the URR by Research Profile

The distribution of firms interviewed, mostly mirrors the distribution shown in Figure 3 in terms of
research profiles. There are fewer firms in life sciences included in the sample than initially of interest,
but this may be due to the fact that firms from the Basel area that is traditionally strong in life sciences
are not well covered by the interviewed sample. Again a firm fitting in more than one research profile
was counted multiple times. More than half of the interview partners work in the area of Key Enabling
Technologies, 26% of the interviews addressed firms or industrial clusters from life science
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technologies, 15 % of firms from life science and 6% of interview partners have links with firms
focusing on high performance computing.

Figure 4: Distribution of interviews according to Research Profile;
number of interviews = 40

In terms of organizations interviewed, the study focuses on firms but also includes industrial clusters 43
in order to achieve more of a bird’s eye view on industries’ needs. 71% of interviewees come from
large firms, SMEs and start-ups while the remaining 29% are from intermediary organizations, such as
industrial clusters.

Figure 5: Distribution of interviews according to firm types;
number of interviews = 40

Cluster initiatives or industrial clusters imply the “strategic and systematic alignment and documentation of
innovation-oriented relationships” of firms in the same region (Ministry of Economic Affairs, Labour and
Housing Baden-Wuerttemberg, 2018, https://www.clusterportal-bw.de/en/cluster-data/glossary/, accessed
03.08.2018).
43
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The inclusion of SMEs and start-ups is very important as these firms account for major parts of
employment, e.g. in Baden-Wuerttemberg 76% of socially insured jobs are offered for by SMEs 44. For
the URR firms with less than 6 employees make up for 84,8% of all firms in the area and, hence, are an
important group in the economic landscape 45.
Findings of the interviews
The findings are organized along the interview questions, starting with information on existing RI,
needs for RI and conditions under which firms would like to cooperate with universities. A second part
describes the findings for questions on RI needed in the future and general trends in the firms´ field of
actions.

Findings on existing research infrastructures and conditions for cooperation with universities
The first question of the questionnaire asked for own RI already used by the companies. The
background for this question was to find out how well-equipped the firms perceive themselves to fulfil
their particular R&D tasks and to identify potential needs for RI that a future RI in the URR could
cover.
For the most part, the firms have the RI they need for their research and development (28% of the
answers). However, many experts mention that the decision to have an own RI or to cooperate with a
university is often driven by cost calculations. If it is too expensive then firms rather access such an RI
via a university. Second, RIs for more extreme test conditions (temperature, pressure etc.) also are
often accessed via universities.
The second largest group of answers states that companies cooperate with universities (26%) and
research institutes (19%). This finding is not surprising, as the interview sample mainly contains
industry partners of the project consortium. Moreover, the information of cooperation between
science and industry being attractive for firms, also shows in the survey of the Chambers of Industry
and Commerce on science policy in Baden-Württemberg and reveals that this cooperation as one of
the main objectives the questioned firms would like science policy to have 46

44 IHK Baden-Württemberg, “Technologiepolitik in Baden-Württemberg”, Unternehmensbefragung der badenwürttembergischen Industrie- und Handelskammern, 2015, Karlsruhe.
45 Oberrheinkonferenz, Oberrhein- Zahlen und Fakten 2016, 2017, Kehl.
46 IHK Baden-Württemberg, “Technologiepolitik in Baden-Württemberg”, Unternehmensbefragung der badenwürttembergischen Industrie- und Handelskammern, 2015, Karlsruhe
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Figure 6: Answers to the question “Which RI do you already use in house or externally?”; number of
interviews = 40; how to read: 28% of all answers contained information on RI available in-house

Some interviewees provided a more detailed overview of the RI they use in house. In terms of research
infrastructure for production processes, some firms have facilities for pilot production, but also e.g.
facilities for functional printing. In the domain of microfabrication processes several firms mentioned
to possess a cleanroom and equipment for photolithography, atomic layer deposition, microfluidics or
nanofabrication. Two answers mentioned testing infrastructures for automotive testing and a climate
test chamber. Moreover, some answers contained more details on what type of equipment owned in
terms of measurement (optoelectronic equipment, EMC measurement equipment, infrared
spectrometers), simulation (ANSYS FEM, PSpice Simulation) or microscopes (SEM, TEM, FIB; EDX,
FEM). The list of all the detailed answers can be found in the table below.
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Research infrastructure mentioned in interviews
Pilot production
RI for production processes

LIGA

MEMS

Replication

Functional printing
Cleanrooms
Cleanrooms

RI for microfabrication
processes and sensor
technology

test rigs/test facilities
Measurement
simulation

Microscopes

Photolithography

Atomic layer deposition/ physical vapour deposition
Electronic labs
Microfluidics

Lithography optics

Printed electronics

Nanofabrication tools
Automotive testing

Climate test chamber

Optoelectronic measurement equipment
Optical measurement equipment
EMC measurement equipment
Infrared spectrometers
Ansys FEM

Pspice Simulation
Matlab/Octave
SEM

TEM
FIB

EDX

FEM
Table 10: Research infrastructures mentioned in interviews.

The second question of the interview guideline asked for conditions under which firms would like to
use a shared infrastructure. It was followed by the third question asking in more detail for the
relationship between universities by indicating several options. The idea of these questions was to find
out, what a future RI would have to look like to attract cooperation partners from industry.

Concerning the conditions of use, easy and simple access to university RIs rank highest. 17% of the
answers pointed out that easy access for external partners is an important condition for cooperation,
followed by 13% of the answers demanding fast response of the universities to the firms´ questions.
Similar professional partners answering firms´ queries (9%) and flexible and clear billing models (5%)
were mentioned as favourable conditions. A second group of answers concerned aspects of intellectual
property and confidentiality. 11% of interviewees perceive confidentiality to be an important
condition, for 8% clear rules for intellectual property would help and for 4% of the interviewed
persons the trust between partners plays an important role.
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A third large group of answers covers at various formats of cooperation between firms, universities
and research institutes, ranging from research alliances to spaces for partnering, such as matching
events, maker spaces or fairs (12%). Furthermore the link to the scientific background is an important
condition in 8% of the answers, whereas 4% mention the distance to a university as an important
condition. The involvement of students is important for 4% and a connection to the internal quality
management of the firms for 2%. Few interviewees favour the integration of an entire production
chain at the university (2%) and a voice in choosing research staff (1%).

Figure 7: Clustered answers to the question “Under which conditions would you use a shared
infrastructure?”; number of interviews = 40; how to read: 18% of all answers contained information on
easy access for external partners.

The question on how the relationship to the university should look like in detail, only half of the firms
did answer. But of those firms that did give information, the majority stated that the main topic for
cooperation with universities is collaboration in research, e.g. through sending employees to work at
university facilities. Second, firms would like to develop new tools with universities. Furthermore the
universities` expertise for innovation and its use as a service provider were found to be important by
interviewees as well.

Next, the interviewees were also asked for the kind of RI they would like to use, if available. The aim of
this question was, to learn about the firms’ needs for RI in the URR.
When sorting the answers according to the four research profiles, 36% of interviewees would like RI
that can be attributed to KETs, whereas 30% would like to use RI that belong into the domain of life
science technology, 15% of answers would like to use RI in life sciences and 19% in the area of high
performance computing.
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Figure 8: Clustered answers to the question “Which RI would you use, if available?” (acc. to research
profiles); number of interviews = 40; how to read: 19% of all answers contained information related to
HPC.

When analysing the answers in more detail, the topics of highest interest to firms most strongly are
“meeting spaces” for cooperation between universities, firms and/or investors (54%). Second,
digitization, including big data, machine learning and simulation, seems to be a domain where firms
would like universities’ support (46%). And third the use of universities testing infrastructures, as
these seem to encompass often the possibility to test under extreme conditions (43%).
Of less interest but still mentioned in 29% of the answers, was the need for RI for new materials and
surfaces. The same number of answers mentions low bureaucracy and access to knowledge via experts
as characteristics of an RI that could be shared. Fewer mentions covered the inclusion of an entire
process chain (21%), high frequency electronics (11%), RI in the domain of optoelectronics (11%),
spectrometry (11%) or microscopes (7%). 11% of the answers covered the fact that the companies
already use shared RI and therefore do not necessarily see the need for a new RI.

Compared to the distribution of the firms of interest in the URR (Figure 3) the share of HPC is a lot
larger than when firms are categorized according to their industrial sector. This suggests that firms
consider digitization and related aspects of AI and big data to be very important and are therefore
open for the corresponding RI in these areas, even if they are active in another domain. This finding is
consistent with the survey of the IHK on technology policy according to which 75% of firms asked in
Baden-Württemberg pointed out that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are
important for their product. 47

IHK Baden-Württemberg, “Technologiepolitik in Baden-Württemberg”, Unternehmensbefragung der badenwürttembergischen Industrie- und Handelskammern, 2015, Karlsruhe
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Figure 9: Clustered answer to the question “Which RI would you use, if available?”; number of
interviews = 40; how to read: 54% of all answers contained information relating to space for
cooperation with universities/investors.

Findings on future trends in the four research profiles
The second part of questions consists of questions on future trends in the field of work of the
interviewed firms and clusters. The answers range from very specific technological information to
broad perceptions of change, such as e.g. aging society.

The question on the future trends in the field in the next 10 to 15 years aimed at finding out in which
directions their particular technology filed will develop in the opinion of the interviewees. The same
objective pursued the question on general trends in the field. This information is helpful in giving hints
when thinking about a future RI in the URR, as the needs of firms as future partners of cooperation
have to be taken into account.

The largest group of answers on trends in the next 10 to 15 years addresses issues of digitization,
artificial intelligence and big data (24%). This indicates that digitization is an important issue for all
interviewees, independent of their core business. Sensors (8%), new materials (7%) and new business
models (7%) received less attention in the answers. Medical technologies and additive manufacturing
were mentioned in 6% of the answers, followed by simulation (5%) and augmented reality (4%).
Issues of production chains, production methods, energy efficiency and renewable and changing future
work environments were referred to in 3% of the answers. In less than 3% of the answers the
interviewees mentioned miniaturization, rapid prototyping, block chain and autonomous vehicles as a
future trend. Quantum computing and shared spaces for work were mentioned by less than 1% of the
answers.
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Figure 10: Clustered answers to the question “What are trends in your field in the next 10 to 15 years?”;
number of interviews = 40; how to read: 24% of all answers contained information on digitization.

These findings are in line with the findings of the German Chambers of Industry and Commerce. In
their survey on technology policy in Baden-Wuerttemberg 75% of the firms mentioned that ICTTechnologies are important for their product and firm, followed by 71% of the firms mentioning
industry 4.0 technologies. It is interesting to note that in the same analysis 48% of SMEs and 59% of
larger firms considered the topic of industry 4.0 as to be currently important, whereas 64% of SMEs
and 79% of large firms think that this topic will be important in the future 48. In Switzerland the
Chamber of Commerce of Basel City and Basel Land started the initiative “Are you digital?” to increase
competitiveness of regional firms in terms of digitalization, 49 which shows a similar assessment of the
future industrial trends towards ICT.
This trend has also been acknowledged by the local governments, e.g. the Région Grand Est issued the
objective to support firms on their way towards industry 4.0 in their regional development plan as the
first of seven strategic goals 50
48 IHK Baden-Württemberg, “Technologiepolitik in Baden-Württemberg”, Unternehmensbefragung der badenwürttembergischen Industrie- und Handelskammern, 2015, Karlsruhe
49 Handelskammer beider Basel, « Are you digital », https://www.are-you-digital.ch/de/Home/ (accessed
21.02.2019)
50 Région Grand-Est, BE EST, l’offensive économique, 2018.
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This matches with the answers regarding trends (figure 10), as the largest share of answers mentions
digitization and AI as a general trend, followed by platform economy and software business models.
Minimization and minimally invasive, individualized medicine come up also comparably often, directly
followed by industry 4.0 and new materials. Sensors and demographic change generally seem to be of
smaller interest.

Figure 11: Clustered answers to the question: “What are general trends in your field?”; number of
interviews = 40; how to read: 29% of all answers contained information on digitization.

An additional question on interdisciplinary research was added to the questionnaire to find out about
research approaches of the firms. All interviewees consider interdisciplinary research to be very
important for their R&D activities. The experts stress the capability of interdisciplinary teams to
develop new solutions, to tackle complex problems and to find new markets for the firms’ products. On
the other hand, the experts also mention difficulties in communication between the disciplines and the
problem of not only employing generalists, but also experts with in-depth knowledge in a field.
Overall, inter- or multidisciplinary approaches to R&D seem to be the standard.

Summary
Looking at all the answers of the interviews the main message can be summarized by the following
list:
-

-

Most firms have the RI they need in house, but they like to cooperate with universities and
research institutes. Cooperation with universities results in the companies learning about the
latest developments in the field, for using particular equipment and for recruiting purposes.
The most important conditions under which firms would use a shared RI is the easy access for
external partners, fast response time at universities and the offer of a space for partnering or
research alliances.
When asked for the kind of RI they would like, most answers covered a space for cooperation
with universities and/or investors, a RI relating to digitization issues such as big data, AI,
machine learning or simulation and to testing infrastructure.
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-

Future trends in the field within the next ten to fifteen years are digitization, artificial
intelligence and big data. The categories of general trends mentioned most often were
digitization (smart, software supported services, AI), the platform economy and software
business models and minimization or individualization.

4.2. Based on workshops

Methodology and objectives
More information on future trends and the potential for an RI in the URR with cooperation in firms
was gathered during two workshops that took place on 14 and 15 May 2018 at KIT with 21 and 25
participants respectively. Invitations were sent out to partner firms in the four research profiles that
had been identified within the RMTMO RI project (LS, LST, KETs, and HPC). This group included large
firms, SMEs, industrial clusters, research institutes like Fraunhofer etc. and start-ups from the region.

The workshops were organized as a structured brainstorming sessions to collect as many ideas and
needs of the invited industry partners as possible. At first Professor Korvink, head of the WGT from
KIT, introduced the RMTMO project, and described the purpose of the workshop of generating ideas
for networking, particularly from the industry´s perspective. During a first discussion phase, the
participants then collected topics for discussion, which ranged from conditions of use, to challenges, to
subjects that could be the focus of a joint infrastructure. In a second discussion phase, the participants
voted for the best topics for discussion, which reduced the list to 8 to 10 entries. The five most popular
topics were then discussed by several smaller discussion groups. In a final phase, the chairpersons of
the discussion groups presented their results to the plenum and were open for comments of the larger
group. 51

As a follow up, a third workshop was organized on 31 October 2018 at KIT with a slightly smaller
group of 17 participants and a different scope of guests. Apart from the identified firms in the four
research profiles, architects and heads of larger research infrastructures cooperating with the industry
were invited. The workshop was organized in a similar way as the workshops in May.
The detailed results of the workshops are available in appendix.

1st Workshop – Clusters of ideas and summary of group discussions
The participants of the workshop collected during the first round clusters of ideas. The cluster with
most entries contained the ideas on the RI as an incubator, a virtual incubator and questions of
benefits and sustainability of such an RI. Several smaller clusters address the potential content of the
RI (topic), legal issues, ethics and funding.

The ideas of the incubator include ideas on collocating different disciplines (biology, medicine,
engineering, computer science) to create an environment for achieving an interdisciplinary objective,
but also the idea to build mobile facilities to cater to different collaboration needs. The relationship
between the participants from universities and firms and their interactions was also brought up in this
respect, e.g. the modes of exchange between partners. It was mentioned that an RI is not just a
“building”, but mainly consists of interaction and knowledge. Another aspect of an incubator, that was
mentioned several times, is the idea of an accelerator for innovation across disciplines and giving rise
to lasting start-ups. However, the question where an RI should be placed between technology transfer
and innovation was raised as was the need for a certain critical mass to be successful.
51

The detailed list with all the ideas of the brainstorming can be found in appendix 2.
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The cluster of ideas on the virtual incubator is closely related to the incubator idea above, but it entails
a lot more flexibility and modularity in order to adapt to different research trends and researchers
needs. The idea of the virtual incubator perceives the region as the research infrastructure. It could
include e.g. showcases of technologies that could be shuttled around. A central idea of the virtual
incubator is to bring innovative infrastructure existing in the URR to another level of cooperation, e.g.
by creating framework conditions to improve joint use or to create a KNMF-like 52 network structure
accessible for everyone interested. At KNMF external users can apply for research time in the
laboratories via a transparent process. 53
The ideas in the cluster on benefits and long-term sustainability reflect the importance of a clear focus
of the RI and of mutual benefit for private and public partners. Outreach and training of master and
doctoral students could secure a RI´s sustainability. Overall, however, the question of who will finance
the RI 10 years after establishment remains.

The other ideas refer to a particular topic for the RI that should be broad enough but clearly specified,
the legal framework of the RI, including rules on IP, the funding and ethical questions.

After collecting the ideas a vote was taken as to which the following five ideas or clusters were to be
discussed in further detail in group sessions.

Business Models
Discussion on ideas on how to organize cooperation between firms and universities in terms of
business models, an example being the synchrotron model that has a contact office for industry
partners. In general, the fee for service model, but also ideas of sharing or leasing machines and
buildings were discussed. Last financing was an issue in terms of time horizon and models such as
“financing for shares” as a possible solution of the problem of long term financing.

Legal Rules
Discussion of aspects of intellectual property and how to deal with IP transfers, as well as on models of
how to organize such a system best (framework agreement, consortium, pool). Also the issue of
transparency and dissemination was discussed in this group.

The RI as (virtual) incubator
The discussion focused on the modular setup of an infrastructure and the concept to perceive the
region as the research infrastructure. This also included improvement of the interactions and the use
of already existing RIs, opening them to new interdisciplinary approaches, decreasing bureaucracy
and attracting SMEs through technology showcases. One way to achieve this could e.g. be the use of
mobile equipment that could be assembled depending on the research topic.

Human Resources
The major question was how to organize best the exchange between the thinking culture of academia
and firms. One model to tackle this gap could be rotation models for employees or time for employees
to develop an interesting project during their working time. Overall discussion focused on with the
KNMF : Karlsruhe Nano Micro Facility
For more information on how access is organized please refer to the KNMF-website:
http://www.knmf.kit.edu/access.php
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perspective that firms wanting to attract the top performers have to offer flexible and interesting
working models.

Outreach/Integration of the community
The Discussion focused on connecting today´s research to the next generation and on the accessibility
of research. An innovative model to achieve this could be e.g. a “science truck” that travels through the
URR and presents science, as well as “open lab” sessions.

2nd workshop – Clusters of ideas and summary of group discussions
The ideas of the second workshop covered of access of firms to universities, the content of a future RI,
bridging the gap between industry and academia the promotion of start-ups, internationalization and
international visibility.

In the domain of access the participants brought up the idea of low effort access of firms to universities
at a defined entry point, with little regulation and a long-term perspective. Different approaches would
be needed for SMEs and larger firms, e.g. showcase possibilities or shared spaces and machines at
universities. One idea even included mandatory communication between firms and universities to
evade double work. Another group of ideas within this cluster covered idea brokerage for matching
problems and ideas at universities.

In terms of potential focus of an RI ideas ranged from medical technologies to the combination of
biotechnology and engineering, to a DataLab with open data from the URR including geology, to an
applied AI serving as a demo at a project centre for SMEs or to a decentralized prototyping facility for
organs on chip. Overall, the participants stated that the RI should be transdisciplinary, include social
sciences and have the character of a platform, e.g. for electron microscopy, metabolomics and proteins.
A third group of ideas focused on bridging the gap between industry and academia. This could be
achieved via the exchange of people between firms and universities on both student and senior level,
e.g. through adjunct faculty and alumni work, but also through matching tools, platforms for investors
and inventors and the sharing of machines to create a fulcrum for collaboration.

Another cluster of ideas concentrated on how to support start-ups and innovation was another cluster
of ideas, as well as, on the framework conditions for start-ups to gain access to investors. Here the
connection to venture capital or the creation of a trust fund was mentioned by the participants. The
last two clusters of ideas focused on internationalization and visibility, e.g. the added value of the URR
or visibility through communication and on how to organize an RI, e.g. as an flexible infrastructure that
can adapt to different topics and needs for human capital.
After clustering the ideas a vote took place and the following four ideas were discussed further in
groups.

Open Space Micro Science
This group discussed opportunities of collaboration between firms and universities on a very small
scale and informal level. The objective would be to reduce overhead costs, e.g. through a “science
clinic” for small problems, a “rent an expert” schemes or simplified contracting possibilities.
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Network
The group on networking talked about ways to find the right cooperation partner beyond one´s own
network. The group discussed ideas like an offer/request platform using AI for matching and
developing smart, self-learning tools that help to evaluate the “fitting level” of two proposals. The
universities should provide a contact point, e.g. a sales engineer, to use the AI tool and match
cooperation demands to the right suppliers. The requests should be forwarded within short periods of
time and should be shared between universities. The initial contact could then be followed by a
matchmaking event, such as e.g. the “aim-days” in Sweden or by workshops on a particular topic, with
50% participants from universities and 50% from industry in order to develop answers to common
challenges.

Discussion on trust fund for supporting collaboration
This group discussed possibilities for forming a trust fund for collaboration with the objective to
simplify cooperation between firms and universities, in particular for start-ups. The existing funding
scheme is very complicated and takes too long. One example of effective simplified procedures for
research cooperation work, is the ZIM-voucher programme, where SMEs are given a number of
research hours at an institution of their choice (for more information on ZIM- vouchers see box
below). In general incentives could be generated for entrepreneurs and innovators to advance their
ideas by establishing a trust fund. This fund should be aware of trends, such as digitization but also
take into account industrial traditions and diversity of the URR. The main goal would be to create a
funding possibility with simple and fast procedures.
Discussion on permeability and trust
The group discussing trust focused mainly on human capital aspects of collaboration, e.g. on
sabbaticals for faculty. It discussed dual study programmes, the idea of adjunct faculty and the idea to
involve students in industry topics during their coursework, already. However, the group also
identified IP issues and the lack of legal framework conditions and confidentiality as obstacles for such
cooperation. In general increased cooperation of the universities in this domain would encourage
collaboration with firms, as the number of potential cooperation models and the pool of firms,
researchers and students that could be matched grow.

Final discussion of first workshop round
The final discussion of both workshops mainly revolved around the topics of the group discussions.
One idea that was taken up with great interest was that of “the region as the infrastructure”. It was
pointed out that this would require better synchronization between partners in the URR in legal
issues, the domain of data management, but also in terms of science. Second, it would require a similar
access to research infrastructure all over the URR.
A second large issue was the question of access to universities for firms. Firms aim at the result of
research and not at research itself, which has to be taken into account when thinking about firm
university cooperation.
Moreover, people should be present personally at network hubs or other meetings, because the result
of any cooperation depends on the people behind it. Legal problems have to be solved as well, best
before collaboration starts. One simplifying idea could be framework agreements with clear standards
that are made public and do not change over the time of cooperation.
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Business models should include building and running costs and not, as often done, only the costs of
establishing the RI. For example firms could give private funding for the interior of publicly funded
buildings (outside). Business models should have a strong technological focus and critical mass.
Last, the outreach is very important not only for attracting smart people but also for marketing,
through e.g. a “science truck”.

3rd workshop – Clusters of ideas and summary of group discussions
The third workshop followed up on the two workshops in spring 2018 with a more specific question
on modular infrastructures that had come out as an idea of the first two workshops. As described
above the background of the participants changed to include architects and participants from research
infrastructures cooperating with industry and incubators.

Many ideas of the participants involved aspects of modularity that need to be solved in order to build
up a functioning modular infrastructure. An important question concerns the interfaces between the
modules technologically, in terms of work flow and between modular and fixed modules. Moreover the
scope or focus of the content of the RI, the kind and size of laboratories or cleanrooms required and
questions of access, IP, the digital infrastructure and sharing of machines need to be clarified in
advance.

A second large group of ideas was connected to the need to have a vision for the Upper Rhine Region
as a whole and for the RI in particular to ensure support of politics and society. The region as a focal
point for cooperation needs to be strengthened through e.g. a common and coordinated marketing and
communication strategy.

How to ensure the engagement of the industry was another cluster of ideas. A major necessary
precondition for sustainable industry involvement is a coherent IP policy and a single entry point for
firms. One way to achieve this would be to increase the number of collaborative projects across the
stakeholders of the RMTMO RI project and the industry, e.g. as in the International Research Training
Group (IRTG).

In contrast to the ideas on external relations of the RI with firms, the last group of ideas related to a
business model for such a modular RI and the need to build up a governance structure, based on best
practices from the partners.

A vision for the Upper Rhine Region
This group discussed the need for a vision for the Upper Rhine Region that brings inhabitants,
researchers and policymakers together, as the only existence of numerous RIs does not automatically
lead to an enhanced visibility. The Upper Rhine Region is a very communicative region that can easily
be connected. For this connection to occur, however, a capturing idea is needed that is a focal point for
all the co-operations existing already. A large RI could be part of such a greater idea aiming at an
identity of the Upper Rhine Region. It could be thought as a sort of hub: a forum for science but with
links to policymakers, society and industry. In this respect it is important to play out the geographical
closeness of all these players. Within this hub it should be possible to learn from other disciplines and
researchers about emerging technologies and to create spillovers for the partner institutions. In the
long run, this may also be possible to draw significant investments into the region. Overall building a
joint large RI is more than just erecting a building since it needs sustainable support also for its
operation, which is why it needs the communities to create the right environment.
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How to secure the engagement of the industry
The participants discussing how to secure the involvement of the industry focused in a first step on
issues of planning security for firms. The benefit of the cooperation for the firms must be clear,
between a rather short term activity or expected marketable products only in the long run. Also the
scope of the collaboration and its duration have to be clear in advance as well as IP question. In a
modular infrastructure connection points to ensure the linkage between the stakeholders are
necessary. Another idea are lighthouse events for all participants of the RI. In general the funding gap
for transnational, locally funded projects should be filled with the modular RI. For the industry a single
contact point with a knowledgeable person and a matchmaking service would increase attractiveness
of an RI. Moreover, the competences of the researchers in the whole region should be accessible via a
database, including a sensible rating. Support for forming the best mix of researchers to work on an
issue would be an asset for the industry as well.

How to achieve cooperation between suppliers, researchers and industry
The third group discussed the business model for a large RI. It therefore distinguished two types of
modularities: one in terms of equipment and the other in terms of partnership structures. Modularity
of equipment could be supported by solving legal issues and by involving the existing offices for
technology transfer. A hub could serve as a central point for network assistance to help firms and
researchers to find the right partner. In general entry barriers should be low, e.g. through a legal codex
that all the participating institutions share. As an example for an association similar to Ksilink 54 were
mentioned, involving core facilities from universities, with a central coordinating office, mobile
equipment and access to research facilities. Modularity in terms of partnership structures could be
organized through various pricing and access schemes. Another issue that was discussed was the
different density in use for particular infrastructures, whereas some might be running constantly
others might be needed only for particular tests. Last, the ideas of “common labs” with industry and
universities was discussed. The participants stressed that the business model needed to be attractive
and to go beyond the individual interest of the participating research institutions. Another idea
brought up the question how to build a cooperation triangle between suppliers, researchers and
industry. Moreover a funding mechanism for small validation projects (e.g. an innovation fund or a
fund for proof of concepts) would be needed.

Final discussion of third workshop
The participants discussed also existing examples of mobile infrastructures. There exist several
science trucks, e.g. for biotech or the biolab on tour. Apparently a train, ships and airplanes all have
already been converted to infrastructures. In terms of partnership the project ActPhast, Biopolis and
Ksilink offer some insights on how to organize a modular cooperation.

But most importantly the general idea that additionally to building and technically planning the
infrastructure a vision and an identity are required. This brings in the need to work on community
building within the scientific community, among the industry partners and the policy makers. Only this
way, the question on how the potential of the region can be used to create something more than the
sum of its parts, can be answered.
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4.3. General remarks for future reflections in the RMTMO RI project from WG Technology
When looking at the main answers from the interviews and the workshops four topics come up
repeatedly: the region as an infrastructure, access, matching questions and intellectual property.

Overall, according to the feedback received from the stakeholders, the RIs in the region do not need to
be doubled by a new infrastructure. The interviewees and the workshop participants suggested to
connect existing structures in a faster, more transparent and flexible way that would lead to the region
itself becoming the RI. Such an organization would lead to a modular setup for an RI. One way to think
about such a modular setup, could be to establish “docking stations” at the participating institutions
where “units” with researchers and equipment could be exchanged within the region. These “units”
could be equipped and developed independently at each project partner and then be exchanged,
depending on the research project and subject. Firms and other partners could easily join the network
by building a “docking station” and by contributing their particular “units”. An interesting example in
this respect might be the KITcube an atmospheric observation system consisting of a mobile unit and a
stationary observatory at KIT. 55 Another example of a small research laboratory that could be
developed into a modular concept is the ICELab III. This laboratory was designed to stand in a national
park in Patagonia including a small laboratory but also room for the scientists. This concept was
developed in cooperation with an industry partner.

Second, access to RI at universities from the point of view of industry partners is perceived to be slow
and to prevent innovation. Therefore any RI should include low effort access for firm partners, e.g.
through “sales” engineers as contact persons. These persons are the first contact point for a firm at the
RI and have experience in the field of research the partner is interested in. Answers to industry
partners should be quick and simple and cooperation on a smaller scale should be possible.

Regarding the question on how to find the right cooperation partner form the third topic. Here,
interviewees and workshop participants are open for innovative matching formats or events. Last,
legal issues relating to intellectual property play an important role for industry collaboration and seem
to raise barriers for cooperation. The advice of the workshop participants was to solve these problems
in advance, because if they occur during the project with will very likely stall research for a long time.

On the other hand universities have several characteristics that make them attractive for cooperation
with companies. First, universities are at the research frontier in various fields. This makes it very
interesting for firms to cooperate with researchers, to learn about the latest developments. This indepth knowledge was often mentioned to be a reason for cooperation and a characteristic the firms
cannot provide for their R&D teams by themselves. Moreover, universities are attractive for firms
because they allow access to smart brains and potential future employees. For the jobs in
mathematics, informatics, science and engineering between offers and graduates in the future 56
surveys predict a gap, hence, contact with well educated, young and interested students is a valuable
asset for firms. Last, universities are addressed because they host special RI for the simulation of
extreme conditions, e.g. in terms of temperature or size. Moreover universities allow for tests across
various fields. And as interdisciplinary research seems to be the rule at the firms of the interviewees
and workshop participants, this makes university cooperation even more attractive.
55
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KIT, 2018, Website of IMK-TRO, http://www.imk-tro.kit.edu/4635.php, accesses 03.08.0218.
Stephan Weinert, Das High Potential Management, 2018, Springer, Wiesbaden.
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Summing up the arguments the WG Technology formulates the following characteristics of an ideal
RI in the URR.

• The RI should not double existing structures but rather work in a modular and
decentralized way. A research infrastructure able to flexibly allocate people and machines can
react to new research and technology trends and would involve the entire region.
• The RI should be an easy access point with minimum bureaucracy (transparent contacts,
professional knowledge, reaction time)
• The RI should include space for meeting partners: formats for mixing and matching of
projects, but also informal spaces for joint tinkering with machines or showcase possibilities
• The RI should provide clear legal rules for cooperation, e.g. framework agreements on IP.

5. Consultation of political stakeholders
5.1.

Objectives

While the WG Technology concentrated on representatives of industry and the WG Science on
representatives of research institutions, the Steering committee of RMTMO RI decided that the
stakeholder consultation by the WG Implementation had the main objective to present the project to
politicians in the upper Rhine region. It is of great importance that the political level is informed and
involved throughout the whole project time.
5.2.

Meeting with the French Ministry for Higher Education, Research and Innovation

On 16 November 2017 representatives of the University of Strasbourg met Jean-Pierre Caminade from
the French Ministry for Higher Education, Research and Innovation and National Contact Point for
calls related to RIs in Horizon 2020. After a presentation of the RMTMO RI-project in the name of all
project partners, several aspects were discussed and the following suggestions were made by Mr
Caminade: the geographical and thematic scope of the RI should be set before meeting and
communicating the politics. Contacting consultancy offices specialized in local political lobbying could
be interesting for the project: they offer a specific competence on public relations targeting local
politicians.
The idea of having a research projects centre is very good since it is of European interest. It will have
to provide full services with an access to infrastructures with a shared technical platform,
competences and databases as well as training. It is important to underline the fact this project is not
about creating a new university.
The main challenge of the project will be to set up a proposal which converge the interests of the three
countries. The cohesion will need to be built on existing tools (e.g. Integrated Infrastructure Initiative)
and on strong competences like for instance biology. It is important to keep in mind that the
construction of a building will cost less than its actual functioning. It is essential for the preliminary
researches and mappings of the RMTMO RI project to have an overview of the infrastructures to which
the scientists go presently. In addition to a scientific mapping, there should also be a political mapping
as well as a mapping of the implantation of the ecosystems. The overlapping of those three mappings
would enable to identify the convergences. One can then visit the ecosystems and develop new
components.
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5.3.

Presentation of the RMTMO RI project along a parliamentary breakfast in Stuttgart

With the series "Open Spaces - Politics Meets Science" the University of Freiburg has been organising
together with the members of parliament from the region a Parliamentary Breakfast in Berlin since
2011. It provides policy makers with a forum to discuss policy-relevant findings from research and
higher education policy developments. The goal is to offer the participants added value for their work
and to position current issues. Encouraged by the consistently positive response, a political breakfast
has also been held in Stuttgart since 2015, with a thematic catalogue coordinated at the state level.
This platform was used by the University of Freiburg on 10 October 2018 to present "RMTMO RI" on
behalf of all project partners and to talk about the cooperation of universities with industry as well as
with small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The discussions lead to the following result: Due to a
globalized economy and faster innovation cycles, the path from basic research to marketable product
has to become shorter and shorter, while providing more technical progress. Interfaces between
industrial development and basic research are becoming increasingly important. It is important to
identify future-oriented technological leaps at an early stage and to compare the theoretically possible
with what can actually be produced. Strong networking with small, medium and large companies as
well as continuously developed market access builds up the interfaces to the industry. The "RMTMO
RI" project offers an important opportunity to strengthen cooperation and networking regarding
large-scale research infrastructures at a tri-national level. The participating project partners offer ideal
conditions due to the close connection between fundamental research and applied research. The
politicians who participated are very much interested in being regularly informed about the further
course of the RMTMO RI project.
5.4.

Roundtable Future Process Fessenheim

The University of Upper Alsace (UHA) and the University of Freiburg are members of the round table
Future Process Fessenheim. The round table has prepared a draft concept paper for the realization of
strategic priorities and concrete projects in connection with the planned decommissioning of the NPP
Fessenheim. A priority objective is to transform the region into an innovation model for industry and
energy of the future. The Grand Est area and adjacent areas around Eucor-The European Campus have
a unique network of universities which are at the forefront of all energy-related issues. At this very
high level of university excellence, innovative projects on the Upper Rhine are to be supported in
cooperation with industry through the creation of an innovation centre. This measure is of great
interest to the establishment of a large-scale research infrastructure in the TMO and is therefore
further accompanied as a possible scenario by the project partners. The University of Freiburg is in
close contact with the regional council Freiburg, who are playing a leading role in this process.
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PART C. Concluding remarks
This report sets out to shed light on the future perspectives of research and RIs in the Upper Rhine
Region from the point of view of the Working Groups in the project RMTMO RI: Science, Technology
and Implementation.

The WG Science looks at perspectives for research infrastructures in terms of policies and funding
programmes on EU and national level in France, Germany and Switzerland. The development and
implementation of a new and innovative RI in the Upper Rhine region is based and supported by a
strong history of cross-border cooperation between the scientific stakeholders of this territory. The
members of Eucor-The European Campus, TriRhenaTech and the TMO support the project that
answers to their seeking for the synergies for the strengthening of science in the region. The project is
therefore part of their strategies and actions, which makes it the first project of its kind in the region,
implementing cross-border cooperation between the universities and schools of applied sciences. The
RI can therefore be built on existing tools and on very strong competence on the territory. RMTMO RI
needs to propose a strategic project offering a matching between region and research. In order to
reach its ambition, RMTMO RI will however also have to take into account the respective processes
and the constant evolutions on the different territorial levels (European, national, regional and crossregional) in order to be sure to fulfil the requirements for funding as well as serve the scientific
community and provide an answer to their needs.
Additionally, an analysis of two citation databases (Web of Science and Scopus) gives insights into
scientific trends in the four research profiles identified in the project. The results of the request on the
scientific trends according to the citations show first that the scientific trends for all research profiles
on the worldwide and trinational scales remain similar, which shows that the three countries are in
line with the worldwide scientific developments.

These results are completed by the preliminary conclusions of a first scientific stakeholders’
consultation that enabled the WG to have feedback from scientific actors of the URR. The participants
in the workshops have identified the main key characteristics necessary for the development of a new
infrastructure in the Upper Rhine region in matter of territory, scope, users, human interactions
manpower and models of RIs (centralized, decentralised).
The results collected by the WG Science show that the following characteristics need to be taken into
account for the scientific community:

First, the setting of the RI should be based on the existing competences present on the territory (the
region as an RI), the overview of which is already available in the mapping and benchmark published
previously by the WG Science in the framework of the RMTMO RI project.

Then, composed on a rather decentralised way, with one single entry-point and a strong connection
with different nodes of competences on the territory, the RI should enhance the networking of the
scientific community and make them benefit from a higher visibility of their offer of service, as well as
help fostering interdisciplinarity. This is even more possible by enabling human interactions in
interconnections in a common research environment that fosters exchanges and training.

Finally, it should answer to scientific and technological needs of the community of users and ensure a
coherence between the scientific activities in the Upper Rhine region and the global scientific
developments.
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The WG Technology presents its findings from stakeholder interviews of the industry, intermediaries
and start-ups on present and future needs for research infrastructure, the conditions for cooperation
within an RI with the universities and future trends in the fields of the firms. These findings are
complemented by results of three workshops organised by the WG Technology in spring and fall 2018
working on the question of which RI would be desirable for the firm partners.

When aggregating the main answers from the interviews and the workshops, four topics come up
repeatedly: the region as an infrastructure, access, matching questions and intellectual property. The
major outcome of the workshops is the demand for a modular research infrastructure which was
discussed in more depth in the last workshop.

Overall, it was mentioned several times that numerous RIs exist in the region, which do not need to be
doubled by a new infrastructure. To this end, the interviewees and the workshop participants
suggested to connect existing structures in a faster, more transparent and flexible way. In this respect,
the region itself could become the RI. Such a setup for a research infrastructure would be modular. In
contrast to a centralized building, this would open up the opportunity to reassemble people and
equipment depending on research context and technology trend.

The second topic, access to RI at universities, is deemed to be complicated, very slow and to prevent
innovation. This points to the fact that any infrastructure developing from this project should include
easy and low effort access for external partners. The persons contacted by firms in first places should
be knowledgeable in terms of content already, e.g. “sales engineers”. The answer to an inquiry relating
to a cooperation should be quick and simple. Furthermore, cooperation should also be possible on a
small scale and in informal settings. This would likely attract more SMEs that usually do not
collaborate with universities.

The third topic, how to find the right cooperation partner, is important in the same way for
interviewees and workshop participants. This covers finding of the matching partner in terms of
content and research interests and the interest in innovative matching formats, such as matching
events etc.
Last, legal issues relating to intellectual property play an important role for industry collaboration and
seem to raise barriers for cooperation. These issues would need to be sorted before any common
project starts. One way to deal with them would be to create a framework agreement for various
generic types of cooperation and to custom-tailor this agreement to the particular project later on.
Another idea could be to create a common IP pool for the URR.
The interviews and workshops further revealed that universities have several characteristics that
make them attractive for cooperation with companies. Universities are at the research frontier in
various fields. This makes it very interesting for firms to cooperate with researchers, to learn about
the latest developments. This in-depth knowledge was often mentioned to be a reason for cooperation
and a characteristic the firms cannot provide for their R&D teams by themselves. Moreover,
universities are attractive for firms because they allow access to smart brains and potential future
employees. Last, universities are also addressed because they host special RI for the simulation of
extreme conditions, e.g. in terms of temperature or size. Moreover universities allow for tests across
various fields. And as interdisciplinary research seems to be the rule at the firms of the interviewees
and workshop participants, this makes university cooperation even more attractive.
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The WG Implementation concentrated on the political level to make sure that the project is heading
in the right direction and will be given political support. The addressed politicians are very much
interested in this project because fourteen partners (not only universities, but also universities of
applied sciences and research institutions) are involved. The politicians want to be regularly informed
about the further course of the RMTMO RI project. A large political event should be organised by the
end of the project.

Summing up the discussions from the three working groups leads us to the following characteristics
of an ideal RI in the URR from scientific and business perspective.

The ideal RI according to scientific perspective
•

Answer to scientific and technological needs of the community and ensure a coherence between
the scientific activities in the Upper Rhine region and the global scientific developments

•

Enable scientific interdisciplinarity, taking the four research profiles selected by the project (LS,
LST, KETs and HPC) and enhance the visibility and networking of the existing competences, via
one single entry-point.

•

Enable human interactions in a common research environment that fosters exchanges and
training which has a quick link with the entities and nodes.

The ideal RI according to business perspective
•

•

•

•

Not duplicate existing structures but rather work in a modular and decentralized way. An RI
able to flexibly allocate people and machines can react to new research and technology trends
and would involve the entire region.
Be an easy access point with minimum bureaucracy in order to involve business partners
(transparent contacts, professional knowledge, reaction time)

Should include space for meeting partners: formats for mixing and matching of researchers and
business partners, but also informal spaces for joint tinkering with machines or showcase
possibilities.
Should provide clear legal rules for cooperation between researchers and scientists, e.g.
framework agreements on IP.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: RMTMO RI Interview Guideline
Information on the project
- See RMTMO RI Fact Sheet
- More specific: Mapping of existing research infrastructures helps to take account of today’s research
infrastructure. But the objective of our project is also to think about needs for research
infrastructure in the Upper Rhine Region. New trends in manufacturing, information and
biotechnology call for adapted research infrastructures in order to remain competitive on a global
level. The RMTMO RI project wants to contribute to the high competitiveness of the Upper Rhine
Region by assessing and thinking further existing research infrastructures. Therefore we are
collecting information on future trends in your industry and the needs for research infrastructures
these changes bring about.

Questions about the research infrastructure needs (see also answering sheet)

- What research infrastructures do you already use in house or externally?
- What research infrastructure would you like to use if it was available?
- What are trends in your field in the next 20 years? Can you imagine your research infrastructure
needs for these trends in the next 10 years?
- What would be general conditions for you to use a research infrastructure?
- What kind of relationship would your firm like with a large RI:
o Collaborate in research (e.g. employ own researchers at facility)
o supply parts for RI
o Use as service provider (e.g. book RI for certain tasks)
o Use expertise for innovation
o Use for developing new tools
o …
- What role does interdisciplinary research play for your firm?
- What are general trends in your field?
Examples of RI along the four research profiles

- Life science and life science technology
o Mapping personalized medicine to the product world
o Human Brain Project - EU Flagship Project within Horizon 2020
- Enabling technologies
o Added manufacturing for clever interfaces: not only building the print head but use best
materials, least energy etc.
o Graphene – EU Flagship Project within Horizon 2020
- High Performance Computing
- Examples for all four research profiles
o Innovation lab: fundamental research and product development in one institution
o Large and cutting edge cleanroom
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Appendix 2: Detailed report of the consultation of industrial stakeholders’ workshops
1st Workshop - Summary of the group discussion
After collecting the ideas a vote was taken as to which ideas or clusters were to be discussed in further
detail. The following five ideas were discussed in further detail: business models, legal rules, (virtual)
incubator, human resources, outreach

Discussion on Business Models
This group discussed ideas on how to organize cooperation between firms and universities in terms of
business models, an example being the synchrotron model that has a contact office for industry
partners. In general, the fee for service model, but also ideas of sharing or leasing machines and
buildings were discussed. Last financing was an issue in terms of time horizon and models such as
“financing for shares” as a possible solution of the problem of long term financing.
Business Models
- Agency for seed money
- Fee for R&D services
- Fees for service in general
- Synchrotron model
- Long term basic financing
- Shared equipment
- Machine Leasing against further development of these machines
- Buildings and employees from universities, machines from firms
- Financing for shares
- Connection through topics
Table 11: Discussion notes on business models

Discussion on Legal Rules
The group discussion of legal issues focused on aspects of intellectual property and how to deal with IP
transfers, as well as on models of how to organize such a system best (framework agreement,
consortium, pool).
Legal Rules
- Frame agreement (multilateral)
- Open and transparent distribution of results (if publicly funded)
- Pre-definition on tech-transfer and IP transfer
- Exclusive/non-exclusive license vs. ownership
- Define legal frameworks once and don´t deviate
- Focus on the essentials
- IP maintained/given up  consequences
- IP stays in a “pool”
- consortium or legal entity (decision power)
- EU consortia (framework)
Table 12: Discussion notes on legal rules

Discussion on the RI as (virtual) incubator
This group discussed a modular setup of an infrastructure and the concept to perceive the region as
the research infrastructure. This also included improvement of the interactions and the use of already
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existing RIs, opening them to new interdisciplinary approaches, decreasing bureaucracy and attracting
SMEs through technology showcases. One way to achieve this could e.g. be the use of mobile
equipment that could be assembled depending on the research topic.
Virtual incubator – The Region as the Research infrastructure
- The region as an infrastructure/ incubator
- Legal, science and data synchronization
- Modular interactions
- Incorporate existing infrastructure
- Technology showcase possibility
- Accessibility of equipment
- Interdisciplinary incubator + mobile equipment = virtual incubator
- Decrease bureaucracy
- Concept of scales for RI
Table 13: Discussion notes on the virtual incubator

Discussion on Human Resources
In the group dealing with Human Resources the major question was how to organize best the
exchange between the thinking culture of academia and firms. One model to tackle this gap could be
rotation models for employees or time for employees to develop an interesting project during their
working time. Overall discussion focused on with the perspective that firms wanting to attract the top
performers have to offer flexible and interesting working models.
Human Resources
- Exchange of knowledge and culture  rotation models for employees
- Flexibility  load levelling
- Availability of top performers
- Develop interesting projects: freedom to develop (15% of working time)
- Attract people looking for attractive/new working models
Table 14: Discussion notes on human resources

Outreach/Integration of the community
Group discussion of outreach and integration of the community focused on connecting today´s
research to the next generation and on the accessibility of research. An innovative model to achieve
this could be e.g. a “science truck” that travels through the URR and presents science, as well as “open
lab” sessions.
Outreach/ Integration of the community
- Integration of next generation
- “ivory tower”
- Accessibility of research (projects for kids, meetings in “cool” venues, science slam, kids
academy)
- Mobile “science truck”
- Conveying science  communication
- “open lab” sessions
- Human Resources and Funding (Infrastructure and Staff)
- Compete chain required, from “hard case” scientist to young children
Table 15: Discussion note on outreach
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2nd workshop – Clusters of ideas
Most of the ideas of the second workshop covered of access of firms to universities in terms of
regulation, firm type (SME), and project matching. A second group of ideas concentrated on the
content of a future RI, such as e.g. cooperation between biotechnology and engineering, an open data
lab, or on prototyping. Third, a group of ideas revolved around bridging the gap between industry and
academia, e.g. through innovation matching tools, adjunct faculty or alumni. Other clusters of ideas
were the promotion of start-ups, internationalization and international visibility, and ideas of how to
organize such a shared RI.

2nd workshop – Summary of group discussion
After clustering the ideas a vote took place and the following four ideas were discussed further in
groups: open space micro science, networking; permeability/trust fund; trust

Discussion on Open Space Micro Science
This group discussed opportunities of collaboration between firms and universities on a very small
scale and informal level. The objective would be to reduce overhead costs, e.g. through a “science
clinic” for small problems, a “rent an expert” schemes or simplified contracting possibilities.
- How to allow work on a small scale
- How to cut overhead/opportunity costs
- SATT Conectus: represents 5 different schools/universities for contracting and ID of
required capabilities; has simplified contracts for “small” contract scientific work
- “Clinic” for science problems
- Frame agreements and statements of work
- “Rent an expert”
Table 16: Discussion notes on Open Space Micro Science

Network
The group on networking talked about ways to find the right cooperation partner beyond one´s own
network. The group discussed ideas like an offer/request platform using AI for matching and
developing smart, self-learning tools that help to evaluate the “fitting level” of two proposals. The
universities should provide a contact point, e.g. a sales engineer, to use the AI tool and match
cooperation demands to the right suppliers. The requests should be forwarded within short periods of
time and should be shared between universities. The initial contact could then be followed by a
matchmaking event, such as e.g. the “aim-days” in Sweden or by workshops on a particular topic, with
50% participants from universities and 50% from industry in order to develop answers to common
challenges.
How to find the right cooperation partner beyond own network
- Offer/request platform
- Networking/matchmaking event
- Use AI for that purpose  automatic matching
- Avoid database which tends to be not up to date
- Smart tool/self-learning/integrating semantics/ develop criteria to evaluate “fitting
level” (rule out/rule in criteria)
- Entry point (physical person) could use this AI tool and create trust through personal
contact
- Networking events should follow (physical contact)
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- Sales engineers at university: able to forward request to right person
- Workflow software so that status of request is known
- Guaranteed answer – trust and transparency
- A request should be shared /forward to several universities => saves time
Matchmaking event
- Must be topic related (demands from industry- offers from researchers)
- Speed dating format
- Problem driven approach from industry and idea driven approach from research =>
like “aim-days” in Sweden
- How to reach a balance between request and offers (usually too many offers and too
few requests on existing matchmaking tools and brokerage events, for instance those
from EEN)  how to encourage more requests
Networking idea creation
- Workshops:
Topic related (but not so solve a specific problem of a specific company)
50/50 academia and industry
Develop answers to common challenges
Table 17: Discussion notes on networking

Discussion on trust fund for supporting collaboration
This group discussed possibilities for forming a trust fund for collaboration with the objective to
simplify cooperation between firms and universities, in particular for start-ups. The existing funding
scheme is very complicated and takes too long. One example of effective simplified procedures for
research cooperation work, is the ZIM-voucher programme, where SMEs are given a number of
research hours at an institution of their choice (for more information on ZIM- vouchers see box
below). In general incentives could be generated for entrepreneurs and innovators to advance their
ideas by establishing a trust fund. This fund should be aware of trends, such as digitization but also
take into account industrial traditions and diversity of the URR. The main goal would be to create a
funding possibility with simple and fast procedures.
- “Innovationsgutschein”– vouchers for SMEs to get research hours at a
university/research institution of their choice
- It takes a long time to get existing funding
- Approach in Zürich: competition for start-ups, price money for best start up
- Incentives to encourage entrepreneurs and innovations to move their ideas forward
- Incentives: Trust Fund, which can encourage SME´s to pursue innovation ideas
without strict regulation on financing
- The Hong Kong model of attracting talents is a possible item
- The role of data, digitalization in financing and funding
- Attracting people that are data aware
- A trust fund that considers the realities of our times: digitalization, diversity,
industrial traditions of the Upper Rhine Region
Table 18: Discussion notes on trust fund for supporting collaboration
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ZIMThe Central Innovation Programme for SMEs (ZIM) has been launched by the Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy. It aims at supporting SMEs in their market-oriented
technology research and development projects by providing grants. The objective is to improve
companies´ innovative capacities and to strengthen their competitiveness. 57
Independent of application and technology field the grants are awarded to the most innovative
and marketable projects of SMEs and research institutes (universities, Fraunhofer etc.). They
enable SMEs to approach research institutes for cooperation within a market-driven R&D
project with the institutes contributing their own funds.
The programme had a budget of €548 million in 2017 and is the largest programme
supporting SMEs´ innovation in Germany. Since January 2018, the programme has been
opened to international cooperation networks, now recognizing foreign SMEs as network
partners. 58

Discussion on permeability and trust
The group discussing trust focused mainly on human capital aspects of collaboration, e.g. on
sabbaticals for faculty. It discussed dual study programmes, the idea of adjunct faculty and the idea to
involve students in industry topics during their coursework, already. However, the group also
identified IP issues and the lack of legal framework conditions and confidentiality as obstacles for such
cooperation. In general increased cooperation of the universities in this domain would encourage
collaboration with firms, as the number of potential cooperation models and the pool of firms,
researchers and students that could be matched grow.
Industrial Sabbaticals for faculty
Dual Study Programmes
In France offered at university level, often master degrees
Hard to involve companies into curriculum development
Adjunct Faculty
Experience in Strasbourg: not enough candidates
Lack of advertisements, formats and selection mechanisms that attract “right”
candidates
Industry topics for student group work
Local industry could profit from mechanisms to bring topics for student group work in
to universities
Joint teams of different Rhine Valley universities or competitions for teams from
different Rhine Valley universities working on same topic
Needs willingness of Rhine Valley universities to work together
IP issues
Funding by company or by Rhine Valle collaborations
Involvement of students in industry
Uni Strasbourg: no comprehensive mechanism for placement of students for
mandatory internships  install regional placement mechanism

https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Dossier/innovation-policy.html
For more information on the ZIM-Programme please refer to the official publication of the BMBF:
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Publikationen/central-innovation-programme-sme.html
58 https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Artikel/SME-Sector/technologieoffene-projektfoerderung-01.html
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Might need joint funding system for mandatory internships
Basic legal framework for working conditions and confidentiality
Easy management of trust contacts
Table 19: Discussion notes on trust and permeability

Final discussion of first workshop round
The final discussion of both workshops mainly revolved around the topics of the group discussions.
One idea that was taken up with great interest was that of “the region as the infrastructure”. It was
pointed out that this would require better synchronization between partners in the URR in legal
issues, the domain of data management, but also in terms of science. Second, it would require a similar
access to research infrastructure all over the URR.
A second large issue was the question of access to universities for firms. Firms aim at the result of
research and not at research itself, which has to be taken into account when thinking about firm
university cooperation.
Moreover, people should be present personally at network hubs or other meetings, because the result
of any cooperation depends on the people behind it. Legal problems have to be solved as well, best
before collaboration starts. One simplifying idea could be framework agreements with clear standards
that are made public and do not change over the time of cooperation.

Business models should include building and running costs and not, as often done, only the costs of
establishing the RI. For example firms could give private funding for the interior of publicly funded
buildings (outside). Business models should have a strong technological focus and critical mass.
Last, the outreach is very important not only for attracting smart people but also for marketing,
through e.g. a “science truck”.

3rd workshop – Clusters of ideas
The third workshop followed up on the two workshops in spring with a more specific question on
modular infrastructures that had come out as an idea of the first two workshops. As described above
the background of the participants changed to include architects and participants from research
infrastructures cooperating with industry and incubators.
3rd workshop – Summary of the group discussion

Discussion on a vision for the Upper Rhine Region
This group discussed the need for a vision for the Upper Rhine Region that brings inhabitants,
researchers and policymakers together, as the only existence of numerous RIs does not automatically
lead to an enhanced visibility. The Upper Rhine Region is a very communicative region that can easily
be connected. For this connection to occur, however, a capturing idea is needed that is a focal point for
all the co-operations existing already. A large RI could be part of such a greater idea aiming at an
identity of the Upper Rhine Region. It could be thought as a sort of hub: a forum for science but with
links to policymakers, society and industry. In this respect it is important to play out the geographical
closeness of all these players. Within this hub it should be possible to learn from other disciplines and
researchers about emerging technologies and to create spillovers for the partner institutions. In the
long run, this may also be possible to draw significant investments into the region. Overall building a
joint large RI is more than just erecting a building but it needs sustainable support also for its
operation, which is why it needs the communities to create the right environment.
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Vision for the Upper Rhine Region
Mapping infrastructures and benchmarking does not automatically lead to an enhanced
visibility of the region
It needs a capturing image, a vision that is able to bundle these latent forces.

This could be a hub: a forum for Science but with which firms, politicians and inhabitants of
the Rhine Valley can identify. Only this way the spirit of the idea can be passed on, apart from
the material needs. This is also the reason for a working title with geographic aspirations:
Rhine Up! (another working title could be “Genome Coast”)

This hub should offer the possibility to learn from other disciplines and researchers for
emerging technologies and researchers. On the other hand all participants should have nonbureaucratic access to the participating institutions, also in the other countries via the shared
vision

Discussion on how to secure the engagement of the industry
The participants discussing how to secure the involvement of the industry focused in a first step on
issues of planning security for firms. The benefit of the cooperation for the firms must be clear, is it a
rather short term activity or do you expect marketable products only in the long run? Also the scope of
the collaboration and its duration have to be clear in advance as well as IP question. In a modular
infrastructure connection points to ensure the linkage between the stakeholders are necessary.
Another idea are lighthouse events for all participants of the RI. In general the funding gap for
transnational, locally funded projects should be filled with the modular RI. For the industry a single
contact point with a knowledgeable person and a matchmaking service would increase attractiveness
of an RI. Moreover, the competences of the researchers in the whole region should be accessible via a
database, including a sensible rating. Support for forming the best mix of researchers to work on an
issue would be an asset for the industry as well.
How to secure the engagement of the industry?
Benefits for industry must be clear (quick wins or generation time frame)
Scope and timeframe must be clear (development driven by politics)
Connection points and linkage between stakeholders for communication
It requires lighthouse network events for the upper Rhine valley region; rotation (similar to
Microtech Suedwest)
Non-bureaucratic transnational, locally funded projects (funding gap for these kind of
activities)  a “regional” ERA-net; lobbying of political stakeholders needed (Land BadenWuerttemberg, Region Grand-Est, Regio Basiliensis)
Excellent partners and matchmaking service ( database, competences, rating algorithm, raisin
picking)
Competences must be searchable with up-to-date database (rating desired, vision)
Portfolio mix of people and competencies
Interdisciplinary work  innovative procedures

Discussion on how achieve cooperation between suppliers, researchers and industry
The third group discussed the business model for a large RI. It therefore distinguished two types of
modularities: one in terms of equipment and the other in terms of partnership structures. Modularity
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of equipment could be supported by solving legal issues and by involving the existing offices for
technology transfer. A hub could serve as a central point for network assistance to help firms and
researchers to find the right partner. In general entry barriers should be low, e.g. through a legal codex
that all the participating institutions share. As an example for an association similar to Ksilink 59 were
mentioned, involving core facilities from universities, with a central coordinating office, mobile
equipment and access to research facilities. Modularity in terms of partnership structures could be
organized through various pricing and access schemes. Another issue that was discussed was the
different density in use for particular infrastructures, whereas some might be running constantly
others might be needed only for particular tests. Last, the ideas of “common labs” with industry and
universities was discussed.
Co-operation triangle between suppliers, researchers and industry
- Two kinds of modularity: in equipment and in partnership structures
- Preformulated contracts and collaboration scenarios
- Involve corresponding technology transfer offices and also innovation offices
- Hub as a central point for network assistance
- Low entry barrier: codex of interaction statutes, as e.g. in Austria
- Associations similar to Ksilink
o Core facilities as subsidiaries of universities with chance to participate or to
place service order
o CTO= coordinator
o Mobile equipment/access to core facility
o Mix necessary
o Pilot action to establish mixed usage models
- Partnership structures modularity
o Focus on status of company
o MIAP initiative
o Equipment usage by published price list
- Highly specialized equipment vs. high number usage equipment vs. supplementary
equipment
- “common labs” funded by companies to learn about equipment use of scientist
working on new topics  in France mechanism available: SATT Conectus

Final discussion of third workshop
The participants discussed also existing examples of mobile infrastructures. There exist several
science trucks, e.g. for biotech or the biolab on tour. Apparently a train, ships and airplanes all have
already been converted to infrastructures. In terms of partnership the project ActPhast, Biopolis and
Ksilink offer some insights on how to organize a modular cooperation.
But most importantly the general idea that additionally to building and technically planning the
infrastructure a vision and an identity are required. This brings in the need to work on community
building within the scientific community, among the industry partners and the policy makers. Only this
way, the question on how the potential of the region can be used to create something more than the
sum of its parts, can be answered.
59

www.ksilink.com
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